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Chernenko named leader of Communist Party 
MOSCOW (AP) -Konstantin Cher- 
nenko, a pillar of the Kremlin's old 
guard, was named leader of the Com- 
munist Party yesterday at the age of 
72 - the oldest man ever to achieve the 
peak of Soviet power. 
Chernenko, an ally of late President 
Uonid Brezhnev, succeeds Yuri An- 
dropov, who died Thursday at 69 after 
15 months in office. 
When Brezhnev died in November 
1982, it was believed Chernenko was 
Andropov's rival for the party lead- 
ership. After Andropov won it ap- 
peared Chernenko's political future 
was in doubt, but he retained enough 
influence in the top party ranks to 
grasp the top party post. 
Chernenko was chosen by his 11 
fellow members of the ruling Polit- 
buro. Unanimous approval yesterday 
by the Central Committee was an- 
nounced by the official news media at 
2 p.m. as dignitaries from around the 
world gathered to attend Andropov's 
funeral. 
The funeral will be today in Red 
Square. 
It was not known if Chernenko 
would speak privately with Vice Pres- 
ident George Bush and Senate major- 
ity leader Howard Baker Jr., who are 
representing the United States at An- 
dropov's funeral. 
Speaking before the Central Com- 
mittee, Chernenko attacked Western 
leaders as posing a threat of nuclear 
war. He said the Soviet Union would 
strive to avert war by maintaining its 
nuclear strength. 
The new general secretary does not 
yet have the extra title of president, 
with which Andropov and Brezhnev 
consolidated their power. The presi- 
dency probably wul remain vacant 
until the Supreme Soviet - parliament 
- next meets. Parliament elections 
are set for March 4. 
TASS SAID Chernenko opened yes- 
terday's special session of the Central 
Committee, which praised Andropov 
as an "outstanding leader of the Com- 
munist Party and the Soviet state, an 
ardent patriot, Leninist, a tireless 
fighter for peace." 
Premier Nikolai Tikhonov, 78, 
made the official nominating speech. 
Chernenko's career has been a slow 
and steady climb up the party ladder, 
alongside his mentor and friend of 30 
years, Brezhnev. Tikhonov took note 
of the decades of party work in his 
nomination: 
"Konstantin Ustinovich... knew 
the hard peasant labor, the service as 
a soldier and everyday activities of a 
regional party committee in the coun- 
tryside. 
He called Chernenko a "talented 
organizer of the masses, an ardent 
propagandist   of   Marxist-Leninist 
ideas, an unshakeable fighter for put- 
ting into life the policy of our great 
party." 
In his own speech, Chernenko made 
no specific proposals for resumption 
of U.S.-Soviet dialogue, and sounded 
the standard line in foreign policy, 
saying "we can very weu see the 
threat created today to humankind by 
the reckless, adventurist actions of 
imperialism's aggressive forces." 
Chernenko said he supports "the 
principle of peaceful coexistence of 
states with different social systems." 
"We do not intend to dictate our will 
to others, but we will not permit the 
military equilibrium that has been 
achieved to be upset," he said. "And 
let nobody have even the slightest 
doubt about that: We will further see 
to it that our country's defense capac- 
ity be strengthened, that we should 
have enough means to cool the hot 
heads of militant adventurists." 
U.S. Vice President George Bush, 
arriving at Moscow's airport, ex- 
pressed regret at Andropov's death 
and hoped that Soviets and Ameri- 
cans would "increase contact and 
cooperation" in the future. 
He said he came "to symbolize my 
nation's regard for the people of the 
Soviet Union and to signify the desire 
of the United States to continue to 
work for positive relations between 
our countries." 
Reagan pursues 
Soviet relations 
WASHINGTON (AP) -The Reagan 
administration said yesterday that it 
wanted to join the new Soviet leader, 
Konstantin Chernenko, in achieving 
"constructive cooperation" but em- 
fihasized that improving relations be- 
ween the superpowers "has to be a 
two-way street.'' 
With Vice President George Bush 
heading for Moscow to represent 
President Reagan at the funeral of 
Soviet President Yuri Andropov, offi- 
cials in Washington said the United 
States would welcome discussions 
with Soviet leaders. But the likelihood 
of a meeting between Reagan and 
Chernenko remained uncertain at 
best. 
Reagan's spokesperson greeted the 
announcement that Chernenko would 
move into the top position of general 
secretory «f the Communist Party by 
calling for closer ties between the two 
nations. 
"We invite the new leaders of the 
Soviet Union to work with us in estab- 
lishing a basis for greater mutual 
understanding and constructive coop- 
eration," said White House 
spokesperson Larry Speakes. 
Speakes said Bush would stress 
"our commitment to peace and in 
particular to the search for mutually 
acceptable agreements" during his 
discussions in Moscow. 
It was not clear yesterday whether 
Bush would confer with Chernenko 
during his visit, although Speakes 
said the United States would welcome 
such talks. 
In his first speech in his new post, 
Chernenko said the Soviet Union 
would match any security threat from 
the "hotheads of militant adventur- 
ists" in the West. 
"We can very well see the threat 
created today to humankind by the 
reckless, adventurist actions of impe- 
rialism's aggressive forces," he said. 
"We do not intend to dictate our will to 
others, but we will not permit the 
military equilibrium that has been 
achieved to be upset." 
The State Department, meanwhile, 
underscored a more conciliatory pas- 
sage in the speech, and welcomed 
Chernenko's expressed support for 
solving international disputes through 
negotiation and his readiness to 
lessen tensions through practical 
deeds. 
A STATE DEPARTMENT 
statement took note of an article 
Chernenko wrote for the London Sun- 
day Times before Andropov's death. 
It welcomed his statement that de- 
spite the many differences between 
the Soviet Union and the United 
States, "today it is more important 
than ever before to multiply our ef- 
forts toward mutual understanding " 
The State Department said, "These 
are our goals as well. What is aeeded 
is to move from words to deeds in 
building a more constructive U.S.- 
Soviet relationship." 
According to department 
spokesperson John Hughes, the ad- 
ministration is interested in arrang- 
ing such an encounter between 
Reagan and Chernenko if a positive 
result can be assured. 
Speakes said any get-acquainted 
meeting would need to be well-pre- 
pared and should also carry "rea- 
sonable promise for success in 
results." 
.    I   Smooch! 
(left) Tom Noonan, senior MIS major and Amy Glatte, junior MIS 
major, show off their style during the 'Kissin' Close-Up Games" 
Sunday, (above) Blindfolded, freshman aerotechnology major Adam 
Muth searches for Ronna Baschko, freshman interior design major, 
during the third part of the contest, entitled "Love is Blind." Spon- 
sored locally by WRQN and Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity, the 
competition raised SIOOO for Easter Seals. Twenty couples partici- 
pated in the games, including Eric Treerid, junior marketing major, and 
Amy Pansmith, junior IPCO major, who won the top prize, a trip to 
Toronto. 
City police investigating rapes 
Woman abducted near Mac Quad Ethics week looks toward future 
by Michael 0. Towle 
slot! reporter  
City police are investigating the 
rape of a 20-year-old University 
woman, who said she was taken from 
campus and raped late Friday night. 
Police believe it may be related to 
several recent reports of assault and 
rape. 
The woman told police she was 
walking between MacDonald East 
and Lot 7, when a man, who fits the 
description given by women in other 
similar incidents, jumped from be- 
hind a tree and grabbed her. 
The man is described as being 
about Meet tall, medium build, 
bt hair (color unspecified), 
'a dark jacket, blue jeans and 
The suspect produced a knife, 
pressed it against the woman's body 
and told her not to yell. 
Police Chief Galen Ash said the 
suspect then placed a scarf over the 
victim's eyes and forced her into a 
nearby car. Ash said the victim re- 
ported being driven for about ten 
minutes, before the suspect stopped 
the vehicle. 
Still blindfolded with the knife 
pressing against her, the suspect was 
taken inside an unknown location 
where she was gagged and raped, 
according to Ash. 
The suspect then drove the victim to 
East Poe Road between North College 
and Mercer and shoved her out the 
door, ordering her not to look back. 
Ash said. 
The make of the car is unknown 
though its color was dark blue or 
green with a dark interior and vinyl 
top. 
Bowling Green Police Chief Galen 
Ash baa released a composite draw- 
ing of the suspect involved in the Feb. 
4, rape of a University coed. The 
suspect is also believed to be con- 
nected to the rape of a University 
woman Saturday. 
The Feb. 4, rape occurred about 
4:45 a.m. in the bedroom of the vic- 
tim 's apartment located in the second 
ward, south of Wooster and east of 
Main. 
The man is described as white, 
about 6 feet tall, 190 pounds with 
average length, sandy brown hair. 
Anyone with information is asked to 
call the police Crime Stoppers pro- 
gram, at3534077from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
or the police dispatcher at 352-1131 
after hours or on weekends. Callers 
can remain anonymous. 
THE WOMAN was treated at Wood 
County Hospital and released later 
Saturday. 
Ash said there is a possibility this 
rape may be related to several other 
assaults and rapes that occurred near 
campus recently, including the Feb. 
1, rape of a University woman in her 
"Actually I would hope we are 
dealing with one person here," he 
said. "1 would hate to think there are 
a bunch of them out there." 
Ash said the description is almost 
identical to that given in the Feb. 4 
rape and also in other recent assaults 
on campus. 
Each of the four incidents Involved 
coeds that were grabbed from behind 
and forced to walk to a secluded area 
by their assailant. On all four occa- 
sions the nian forced the woman to the 
ground and struggled with her before 
being caused to flee the scene. 
"If it is the same person who was 
involved in the assaults on campus, I 
think he is getting more aggressive," 
Ash said. "The University community 
needs to be more conscious of the 
situation women here are now fac- 
ing." 
r
'We need them to stay alert, write 
down license numbers, anything they 
notice could be of help,'' Ash said. 
"Don't be afraid to be wrong, I'd 
rather have a dozen bad leads than 
miss one good one." 
Anyone with information regarding 
this or other recent incidents is asked 
to call the police Crime Stoppers 
program at 3S2-0077 from 8 a.m. to 4 
p.m. or the police dispatcher at 352- 
1131 after hours or on weekends. Call- 
ers can remain anonymous. 
by Nancy Beach 
staff reporter 
What priorities should be important 
for the years beyond 1964 is the focus" 
of Values and Ethics Week, according 
to the Rev. Ross Miller of United 
Christian Fellowship. 
The week, which began Feb. 12 and 
will end Feb. 16, is composed of a 
series of lectures and panels about 
war and peace, religion, family life, 
fine arts, agriculture and other sub- 
jects. Films from earlier times specu- 
lating about life in the future will also 
be featured during the course of the 
"Students don't really think about 
where they will be or what will be 
happening 20 years in the future," 
Miller said. "The week is an attempt 
to get them thinking about what will 
happen so we can nave a better fu- 
ture. You have to have a set of priori- 
ties. .. what you're willing to live for, 
what you're willing to die for. Stu- 
dents get so caught up in day-to-day 
things that they don't look at the 
whole picture." 
Miller said they will focus on 2004, 
which he said is a realistic time for 
students to be thinking about 
Faculty members participating in 
the week, agree with Miller that di- 
recting students' minds toward va- 
lues and the future is an important 
task. ^^ 
"One thing this University should 
do more of, that it hasn't done in the 
past, is teach students to think about 
what is important to their lives," Dr. 
Michael Marsden, professor of Popu- 
lar Culture, said. "Part of learning is 
to decide what is important to you." 
Marsden will be participating in a 
panel on the arts, and will be talking 
about use of leisure time in the future. 
He said he would be concentrating oft 
the use of video, and his colleague Dr. 
Jack Nachbar will be discussing 
films. 
"It is being predicted that by the 
end of the century the work weei will 
be only 32 hours long," Marsden said. 
"How that time will be spent is impor- 
tant." ^^ 
Dr. Donald Scherer, professor of 
philosophy, will be participating in 
the panel on war and peace. 
"How nuclear war will be ap- 
proached in the future is a topk 
everyone should be concerned 
about," Scherer said. "Right now our 
(nuclear) strategy is not too good. It 
has been shown that President Rea- 
gan is a man of principle until a lot of 
people get upset and demand a differ- 
ent plan of action. Therefore, if every- 
one becomes concerned, perhaps our 
strategy will improve in the future." 
Miller said the week has been held 
for several years. The idea for the 
week came out of a campus ministry 
meeting attended by leaders of Active 
Christians Today, the Lutheran Cha- 
pel, St. Thomas More and Miller of 
the United Christian Fellowship, and 
a stotegrant was given to help pay for 
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editorial Future family different but alive 
Survey results tallied 
"Desults of the BG News and Undergraduate Student 
XvGovernment (USG) reader survey on commencement 
were overwhelmingly supportive of Plan B, which would 
keep the graduation exercises as is. A total of 867 completed 
surveys were returned with 808 votes cast for Plan B and 59 
votes cast for Plan A. 
The survey results were forwarded to the President's 
Office yesterday at which time University President Paul 
Olacamp reiterated his willingness to work for whatever 
students want. 
Olscamp said he has "never been wedded to the proposal 
by Faculty Senate," stating further he will wait to hear from 
Faculty Senate before he makes a decision. 
A two-page report written by the ad hoc committee on 
spring commencement was sent to Faculty Senate Chair 
Betty van der Smissen on January 27. The eight-member 
committee, under the direction of Dr. Mearl Guthrie, ba- 
sically recommended three things: 1) to build a facility large 
enough to accomodate the ceremony, 2) to hold spring 
commencement in Doyt Perry Stadium, and 3) in case of rain 
to follow Plan A, the proposal drafted by Dr. Richard Eakin, 
which would have commencement at three separate times 
divided by colleges. 
Guthrie. said while the first recommendation is the least 
feasible, he is all for having the exercises at the stadium. 
While it seems that everyone is in agreement about where the 
ceremony should be held, greater communication and coor- 
dination needs to be exercised in determining a feasible 
alternative. The ad hoc committee has suggested passing out 
the diplomas at the end of graduation thereby limiting the 
amount of chaos and confusion. If those planning commence- 
ment would take into account last year's fiasco, and graduat- 
ing students would dedicate themselves to participating in a 
dignified ceremony, we could all go home happy. 
by Kathl—n M. Campbell, Ph. P. 
What will the family be like in the 
United States in the year 2000? If one 
reads through the literature on the 
American family, one can easily find 
predictions that the family is disinte- 
grating, that it will soon cease to 
function as a viable institution. Such 
predictions grow out of the fact that a 
greater variety of family forms exist 
now than in the past. There are cer- 
tainly greater numbers of single-par- 
ent families, step families, two- 
paycheck families and cohabiting 
couples today than there were in 1884. 
The traditional family, an employed 
father and a mother who is a full-time 
homemaker living with several of 
their children in a single household, 
currently comprises only 13 percent 
of the family groupings in the United 
States. 
Predictions about the demise of the 
American family also grow out of the 
rising divorce rate. While predictions 
about the divorce rate vary by age at 
marriage and educational level, it is 
true that probably 35-40 percent of 
today's marriages will end In divorce. 
Other changes in family life will con- 
tinue: the birth-rate will remain low, 
an indication that people are really 
planning the size of their families. Are 
these various forms of family life - 
such as the fact that the divorce rate 
is rising and the birth rate is de- 
clining, actually signs of strength? 
The Hasswells, in their book, Mar- 
riage and the Family, point out that 
what is actually occurring is "not the 
death of the family, but rather a 
powerful struggle to adapt to societal 
conditions and to the needs of individ- 
ual family members." (p. 17) The 
Whife   House 
^ 
letters 
Let's have one unified 
prevention method 
This letter is in response to Stefania 
B. Frank's letter to the editor on 
February 9, 1984. Ms. Frank was 
concerned about the increase of at- 
tack! on campus and what individuals 
and groups could do to increase 
safety. I found all of Ms. Frank's 
comments and suggestions relevant 
and intelligent - except for one. 
She suggested that volunteers pa- 
trol the campus, in particular areas 
where attacks have occurred. She 
mggf***1 this might be more effec- 
tive than the use of the Escort Serv- 
ice. Let me ask a question. If you were 
walking alone and were attacked 
what would yon prefer to have - the 
mere hope mat some person patrol- 
ling hTT*M by before you were 
raped or killed? - or would you rather 
have an escort THERE with a walkie- 
talkie that could be used to call the 
police. I myself would prefer an es- 
On the night of Feb. 9. the Escort 
Service served 71 people. It is an 
effective method of crime prevention. 
So, please let's not divide our efforts 
around to several different crime 
prevention programs. Let's work to 
make one strong and effective. The 
Escort Service works. Use it. 372-0360. 
Elian Bun 
OCMB 0327 
Rape prevention useless 
if enforcement fails 
Editor's Note: The author's name has 
been withheld to protect the identity 
of the rape victim. 
In response to the article entitled, > 
"RAPE: An unreported crime," in 
the February 9 issue of the BG News, 
I would like to express my feelings 
about a rape case. 
I am a personal friend of a rape 
victim who did report it to the police. 
Although I agree that reporting the 
crime and going to the hospital are 
the "right" things to do, I would like 
to take this opportunity to share the 
unfortunate and irresponsible events 
that occurred. 
After my friend reported the rape, 
which took some persuading, she was 
told that they (the police) would be in 
contact with her. They contacted her 
after they had arrested him, but it 
was up to her to find out what was 
going on from that point on. 
Being the two mam witnesses in the 
case, we testified against the suspect. 
At this point, we were under the 
impression that we would be success- 
ful in putting the man behind bars. 
Not so. He was released about a 
month after we testified. That alone is 
a crime: letting a man who com- 
mitted a sexual assault off scot-free. 
However, the reason I am writing this 
is not to discourage women who are 
victims of rape from reporting it, but 
to express my anger at the system. It 
should not be the responsibility of the 
victim to find out If the rapist is 
convicted or not. 
My friend had to call the courthouse 
to find out what was going on. She was 
calling because she was led to believe 
that there would be a further trial. 
Much to her surprise, and mine, the 
prosecuting attorney told her that he 
(the rapist) had been released two 
months prior and that the case had 
been closed. "I'm sorry, dear," was 
her response. Not half as sorry as my 
friend, who was devastated. 
My only question is whose responsi- 
bility is it to let the victim know that 
her assailant is out of Jail?! Certainly 
not her own. I was shocked to know 
that no one had called her to tell her. 
The irresponsibility of the officials 
in this town is appalling. No wonder 
no one reports rape. It cant even be 
dealt with properly. 
Clear Views 
family's ability to adapt may well be 
its greatest strength. 
Americans still seek marriage as a 
support system to meet their needs in 
terms of love and intimacy. Over 90 
percent of the population do marry, 
and even among those who divorce, 75 
percent remarry. Family ties are still 
Important and strong. In fact, in spite 
of the increased divorce rate, the 
average length of a marriage has 
actually increased because of a de- 
cline in "other severely disruptive 
family problems such as infant mor- 
tality, abject poverty and deadly com- 
municable disease." (Hasswell & 
HassweU, p. 24). 
It appears then that the American 
family will survive, but pluralism will 
mark its forms. Three kinds of fami- 
lies will be most important - first 
marriage families with both the hus- 
band and wife employed, single-par- 
ent families and families of 
remarriages. 
Campbell is a professor in home eco- 
nomics and will be offering a seminar 
on this topic today at 2:30 p.m. as a 
part of Values and Ethics Week. 
A Congressional advisor 
by Art Buchwald 
A lady friend of mine from 
Maryland named Sally came into the 
office the other day and showed me a 
letter. "I need your advice on this." 
I looked at the letterhead. It was 
from the United States Congressional 
Advisory Board, which listed as co- 
chairmen: Sen. Jake Gam (R-Utah), 
Sen J. Bennett Johnston (D-La), Rep. 
Jack Kemp (R-N.Y.), and Rep. B&1 
ChappeUJr. (D-Fla.). 
•The letter began, "We are writing 
to you today personally, to invite you 
to loin with us in the select United 
States Congressional Advisory Board. 
"As a charter member you will 
advise and support the members of 
Congress (535 senators and represen- 
tatives) who belong to the Coalition 
for Peace Through Strength... Our 
objective is to get today's and tomor- 
row's opinion leaders really involved 
and helping on defense, foreign policy 
and internal security matters. 
The letter then went on to say that 
the "Advisory Board" was in a fight 
with "well established ultra-liberal 
organizations who have been unilate- 
rally disarming the U.S., and are 
trying to keep us from rebuilding our 
strength.'7^ 
It said that Sally could become a 
Chairmen's Advisor for $1,000, a Se- 
nior Advisor for $500, a Special Advi- 
sor for $250, and a State Advisor for 
$100, annually of course. 
If Sally became an advisor to the 
chairmen, she would receive a 
"Handsome Engraved Wall Plaque" 
to hang in her home or office. If she 
chose to be a senior, special or state 
advisor she would receive "a 9-by-12 
Embossed and Sealed Membership 
Certificate." 
She would also get a "Special Iden- 
tification Tag" to wear to congressio- 
nal receptions. But most important of 
all, Sally would "establish one-on-one 
relationships with members of Con- 
gress and other leaders on the Con- 
gressional Advisory Board." 
After finishing the letter I said, 
"It's a helluva honor, Sally. What's 
the problem?" 
"I Just have a feeling they're try- 
ing to get some money out of me." 
"That's ridiculous. Ill bet they 
haven't sent out more than 500,000 
letters like this. You should feel flat- 
tered that Gam, Johnston, Kemp and 
Chappell are seeking your input on 
the problems of this country. I know 
those guys and they don't take advice 
very easily." 
"But," Sally protested, "I don't 
know anything about defense, foreign 
policy or internal security." 
"Don't be modest, Sally. They ap- 
parently think otherwise or they 
wouldn't have written to you." 
"Of course they do. But then they 
also depend on advice from other 
sources. This is a great opportunity, 
Sally, that you may never nave again. 
Just think of you sitting in a room with 
these four powerful legislators. 
They're up a tree on what to do about 
the arms talks and they turn to you in 
desperation and say, rSally, what do 
you think we should do to acquire a 
fu-ststrike capability.'" 
"Do you believe they'll really ask 
my opinion on things like that?'' 
"Of course they will. They're not 
going to put someone on a United 
States Congressional Advisory Board 
whose opinion they don't respect." 
"How often do you think they'll 
want to meet with me?" 
"It doesn't say here in the letter, 
but I would guess at least once a day. 
Also, I imagine when a big defense 
bill came up in Congress, they would 
want to call you at home to see how 
they should vote." 
"It's an awesome responsibility," 
Sallysaid. 
"That's why they're asking you to 
send in $1,000 annually. This will 
prevent them from getting advice 
from deadbeata." 
"Maybe I should Just send in 1250 
and become a 'Special Advisor.' Then 
I'd have time for other things. 
"You have to go for the big one, 
Sally," I told her. "No respectable 
U.S. senator or congressman is going 
to take advice from somebody who 
won't put her money where her mouth 
Buchwald is a columnist for the Los 
Angeles Times Syndicate 
Reagan's 'black mischief 
by Qarry Wills  
Grenada, scene of America's one 
great victory in recent years, is a 
country out of Evelyn Waugh's 
"Black Mischief." The first pnme 
minster after Grenada became inde- 
pendent was Sir Eric Gairy, a man 
knighted by the queen, a member of 
her Privy Council - who put his coun- 
try in the vanguard of communication 
with men from outer space. In the 
minds of many, he is principally iden- 
tified with unidentified flying objects. 
When Gairy fell before the New 
Jewel movemment's revolution in 
1979, people chanted: "Freedom 
come, Gairy go. Gairy gone with 
UFO.1' But he did not take all the 
color from Grenada's politics. Robert 
Grant, a leading candidate of the 
National Democratic Party - which 
Americans favor, if only with wishes, 
over the remnants of Gairy's and the 
new Jewel movements - is also known 
as Soca Boca in his role as disc 
Jockey. 
But Gairy is back, and America's 
got him. The former autocrat says he 
means to found a newspaper and run 
his daughter for parliament. Many, 
however, presume he will let Ameri- 
can opposition to the New Jewel peo- 
ple edge him forward as the only 
viable alternative. The only way to 
prevent that may be for Americans to 
interfere with the electoral process in 
support of some "third force," a new 
party "with clean hands." 
Recognize the terms? You should. 
They show how easily Evelyn 
Waugh's fantasy turns into Graham 
Greene's reality. That "third force" 
stuff is from the CIA types in Greene's 
tale of Indochina, "The Quiet Ameri- 
can." 
So our great victory promises one 
of two outcomes - return to right-wing 
dictatorship, or a deepening interven- 
tion on our part to prevent this return. 
It will be, in other words, a Guate- 
mala or a mini-Vietnam. 
Meanwhile, ironies multiply. 
George Shultz lands his big Jet on the 
evil Cuban air strip and says we will 
help finish the thing we came to 
destroy. Sir Eric Gairy, getting into 
the mood, proposes that it be called 
the Ronald Reagan Airport. 
A professor from George Washing- 
ton University polls Grenadians and 
finds that 75 percent want to be per- 
manently adopted by the United 
States. We have a tar baby stuck to 
us. The more we tell them to be self- 
determined, the closer they wrap 
their huggy-bear arms around us. 
"Yankee come here," they cry - 60 
percent want more of our soldiers on 
the island, even as we try to get them 
off. We are being smothered in their 
gratitude. They like to be bossed 
around. So Eric, looking down the 
road, is no doubt smiling. Bossing is 
his business. 
Wills Is a columnist for the Universal 
Press Syndicate. 
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Police offering advice during Crime Prevention Week 
by Marcy Grand* 
stotl reporter 
Bicycles, coupon books, wallets, 
purses, stereos, textbooks, telephones 
and albums. According to police, 
these are the most popular articles 
stolen on the campus every day. 
In enlightening the faculty, staff 
and students on protecting their be- 
longings and curbing the frequency of 
burglary and theft, Public Safety has 
proclaimed this week "Crime Preven- 
tion Week." 
Sergeant Charlotte Starnes, Public 
Safety's coordinator of crime preven- 
tion/community relations, is distrib- 
uting literature and offering safety 
precautions this week near the Union 
Information Desk. 
Through Crime Prevention Week, 
Starnes is addressing recurring prob- 
lems with litter control and bicycle 
regulations. 
"On the weekends, some places on 
campus can hardly be recognized, it's 
so filthy, but we plan to strongly 
enforce litter regulations," Starnes 
said. 
"The community needs to be aware 
of the rights of pedestrians and bicy- 
cle operators. In the past, there have 
been a number of people injured due 
to pedestrian/bike accidents," 
Starnes added. "There is a city ordi- 
nance stating all bikes must be regis- 
tered. We have not set a deadline yet, 
but Public Safety will begin working 
on having people register bikes. Many 
people don't Know the Parking and 
Traffic Division of Public Safety of- 
fers bike registration as a courtesy to 
bike owners." 
Starnes explained the bike parking 
situation. 
"A survey we took, indicated there 
were over 3000 bikes on campus in the 
beginning of fall semester. And there 
are 4420 places in bike racks to store 
them, so the University is very upset 
about the damages being done to trees 
by those who park bikes around 
them," Starnes said. 
STARNES ALSO demonstrated 
equipment for property protection. 
One of the programs introduced this 
year was Operation ID which involves 
engraving personal property with a 
special engraver now available in all 
residence nails and greek life units. 
As part of Operation ED Public Safety 
has students register their engraved 
belongings for indentification pur- 
poses in case of theft and burglary. 
Students who participate in Operation 
ID are given decals to display on the ir 
hall doors to deter prospective thieves 
and advertise Operation ED. 
Another piece of equipment Starnes 
is demonstrating is a new invisible ink 
pen which can write on anything and 
be detected by black light. 
"The pens are available in Public 
Safety, but whether we get any more 
or not will depend upon public interest 
expressed by the number of calls we 
receive." 
Another helpful booklet Starnes is 
offering is Medical and Legal 
Guidance and Support for the Sex- 
ually Assaulted." It contains several 
facts and advice for victims. 
Starnes is available in the Union to 
answer any questions and demon- 
strate new safety equipment from 9 
a.m. to 2:30 p.m. and until noon on 
Friday. 
iHustrotiorVPhil Mosturzo 
Through Operation ED, police were led to the arrest of this suspect. He was caught with stolen property which 
had been engraved with the owner's social security number. Crime Prevention Week, which began yesterday, is 
aimed at educating students and city residents on ways to prevent crime. 
HHS secretary speaks to local GOP 
by Michael D. Towle 
Slot! reporter  
ARCHBOLD, Ohio - U.S. Secretary 
of Health and Human Services Mar- 
garet Heckler said here Saturday 
night that the defense budget should 
be trimmed evenly with other federal 
programs falling under the Reagan 
administration's budget-cutting axe. 
Heckler, who was Invited to speak 
at the fifth congressional district's 
annual Lincoln Day dinner by Con- 
gressman Delbert Latta, R.-Bowling 
Green, said the administration needs 
to weigh its cuts carefully and distrib- 
ute them fairly. 
"We all have to think of how we can 
trim costs to avoid a massacre of the 
people's programs," she said. "But 
the trimming has to be fair, I don't 
think the constituents of my depart- 
ment should be the victims of any 
arbitrary scheme." 
Heckler supported the move to 
t's effort to reduce back the 1 
the federal deficit. 
"We need a bi-partisan effort to 
make things happen and we're not 
getting it,'rLatta said. "Republicans 
nave appointed our members to the 
commission, but the Democrats have 
not responded." 
Latta said that without the help of 
Congress the nation would face a $1 
trillion deficit by 1964. 
"It wasn't until the second year of 
President Kennedy's administration 
that our (the nation's) total budget 
reached $100 billion," he said. 
Latta called for a freeze at the 
current $858 billion amount if a con- 
gressional compromise could not be 
reached. 
"The only way to contain the budget 
without changing basic law is to 
freeze it," he said, 
make Medicare patients pay a small 
sum each time they use the program 
as a way of holding down expenaea, 
She said that the payment of $1 per 
hospital visit by patients would help 
trim unnecessary hospital visits and 
abuse of the financially-strained fed- 
eral health insurance program. 
The cost to the average Medicare 
patient would be about $6 per year. 
The payment would ease financial 
problems in her agency. 
HECKLER BELIEVES that be- 
cause her department generates the 
largest budget of any federal agency 
it will be more likely to fall prey to the 
Reagan trim. 
The secretary had been scheduled 
to speak at 6:30 p.m. in front of 900 
fifth district Republicans, but be- 
cause of fog her plane was detonred 
from Toledo to Detroit and she did not 
speak until 9:30 p.m. 
BG man arrested as 'peeper' 
A 29-year-old Bowling Green man 
pleaded guilty yesterday to two 
counts of voyeurism. He was arrested 
last Thursday after police spotted him 
"peeping" through the windows of 
two apartments on Palmer Avenue. 
After a month-long rash of "peeping 
torn" complaints, city police began a 
surveillance operation near the apart- 
ment complex that led to the man's 
arrest. 
The officer spotted Robert Haas. 29, 
of 415  Buttonwood Ave.,  Bowling 
r-dateine — 
Tuesday Feb. 14 
Master Class - The New World 
String Quartet will conduct a 
workshop at 10 a .m. in Bryan Recital 
Hall in the Moore Musical Arts Cen- 
ter. Free and open to all. 
Green, looking through the windows 
of two apartments at 338 Palmer Ave. 
Three additional units were called to 
help make the arrest 
Haas was apprehended at the bot- 
tom of the complex's stairwell. Police 
Chief Galen Ash said the man had 
apparently been trying to escape af- 
ter spotting the three police cruisers 
moving into the area. 
Police waited until yesterday to 
release the details about the arrest 
and Haas's name because of the sur- 
veillance action being undertaken by 
police. 
uaas, according to Ash, later ad- 
mitted "peeping" through the win- 
dows at the time of the arrest. 
So far Haas is the only person to be 
arrested as a result of the surveil- 
lance operation. 
Haas' sentencing for the third de- 
gree misdemeanor will be March 14 at 
10:00 a.m. in Bowling Green Munici- 
pal Court. He could be sentenced a 
possible $900 fine and 80 days in Jail 
tor the charges. 
SRC Select-a-Sport- The Student Rec- 
reation Center Is sponsoring a demon- 
stration on racquetball skills at 4 p.m. 
on the racauetball courts. 
Peace Cmttttm - There will be a 
meeting of the Peace Coalition at 7:30 
p.m. In 200 Moseley Hall. Open to the 
public. 
Dateline, a daily service of the News, 
lists datea and Omtaf earth" 
events. Submissions 
Values & 
Ethics 
VALENTINE'S DAY 
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 14 
11:30 AM    "HANDGUN CONTROL." 
COMMUTER CENTER, MOSELEY HALL, TV LOUNGE 
2:30 PM    'TAMILY OF THE FUTURE." 
HANNA 105 (GISH THEATRE). 
7:00 PM    "WILL THE REAL LEADER STEP UP." 
ALUMNI ROOM, UNIVERSITY UNION. 
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 15 
10:30 AM    "HOPE: VALUE FOR HEALING OF 
DISCOURAGEMENT AND MEANINGLESS OF LIFE." 
SAINT THOMAS MORE, ANTIOCH ROOM 
1:30 PM     "DISCUSSION: PSYCHOLOGY/THEOLOGY." 
105 PSYCHOLOGY BUILDING 
7:30 PM    "EDUCATION IN THE 218T CENTURY." 
BGSU HONORS CENTER, KREISHER QUADRANGLE 
8:00 PM     FARM LABOR ORGANIZING IN THE MIDWEST: 
"FUTURE OF F.L.O.C." 
200 MOSELEY HALL 
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 16 
2:00 PM    "MINORITIES AND WOMEN IN AMERICA'S 
FUTURE." 
TOWN ROOM, UNIVERSITY UNION 
4:30 PM    "WAR AND PEACE: 21ST CENTURY SCENARIOS." 
PROUT HALL LOUNGE 
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 17 
12:30 PM    "RELIGION: 218T CENTURY SCENARIOS." 
UNIVERSITY LUTHERAN CHAPEL 
THIS PROGRAM IS MADE POSSIBLE IN PART BY THE OHIO HUMANITIES COUNCIL 
A STATE-BASED AGENCY OF THE NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE 
HUMANITIES, WHICH MAKES GRANTS TO NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS IN 
OHIO FOR PUBLIC PROGRAMS IN THE HUMANITIES. 
\ 
20% OFF 
EVERYTHING 
IN THE STORE! 
353 
Except cigarettes, candy and gum 
VALENTINE'S DAY ONLY 
THIS MEANS EVERYTHING! 
Bee Gee Bookstore 
1424 E. WOOSTER 
(Across from Harshman) 
2252 9 a.m.-5:30 p.m. 
■M 
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White man speaks on racism; sees color as unimportant 
by Tom Reed 
staff reporter 
Dr. Thomas Pettigrew has a history 
of surprising his audiences when he is 
introduced to speak about racism. 
What makes his presence unusual is 
that most people do not expect a man 
who is considered to be a leading 
authority on racism in America to be 
white. 
Pettigrew, a professor of social 
psychology at the University of Cali- 
fornia, afSanta Cruz, will address an 
audience on the new forms of racism 
today at 1:30 p.m. In the State Room 
of the University Union. 
Pettigrew, 52, has researched the 
black struggle for equality for 44 
years, but his color bis never been 
mentioned in press releases or in the 
five books he has written. Pettigrew 
said be prefers that his racial identity 
remain a mystery, because he does 
not think his color is important. 
According to Pettigrew, his interest 
in the black struggle was triggered by 
what he witnessed as a chUdin Rich- 
mond. Virginia. 
"In the 1940s, Richmond, like many 
southern cities, was extremely preju- 
dice. As a young kid I saw how blacks 
were humiliated, how they could not 
eat or sleep where whites did," he 
said. 
While most whites in Richmond 
were racists, Pettigrew said his par- 
ents, who had just moved from Scot- 
land, were liberal and this allowed 
him to grow up relatively "colorb- 
lind." 
Since moving from Richmond when 
he was 18, Pettigrew attended the 
University of Virginia, and after com- 
pleting 10 years of research, became 
a professor of social psychology at 
Harvard. In 1962, he accepted the 
same teaching post at UCSC. 
Between the time be was growing 
up in Richmond and now, legal dis- 
crimination has been abolished. How- 
ever, Pettigrew said indirect racial 
Injustice* still exist. 
"Whites no longer say they don't 
want their children going to school 
with blacks; they lust say they're not 
in favor of busing/' be said. "You see 
the discrimination is still there, but 
now it is just toned down." 
USG pamphlet to inform students on alcohol abuse clangers 
by Teresa Perrettl 
staff reporter 
In an effort to inform students of the 
consequences involved in alcohol con- 
sumption on campus, an Undergrad- 
uate Student Government member 
has developed an Alcohol Awareness 
pamphlet. 
Andy Longo, USG national-state 
and community affairs coordinator, 
said "the purpose of the pamphlet is 
to make students aware of the respon- 
sibilities they face if they are going to 
drink and drive or have open con- 
tainers outside." 
According to Public Safety, who 
supplied information for the pamph- 
let, two driving under the influence 
(DUI) and seven disorderly charges 
have occurred on campus since Sep- 
tember. Although the numbers are 
not unusually high, USG believes 
there is a need for students to be 
aware of the consequences of drink- 
% Jnder the new laws In Ohio, a first- 
time DUI offense can result in a jail 
sentence of three days to six months 
and a fine of $150 to $1,000: a second 
offense can bring a fine of $150 to $1,- 
Q1* and a jail sentence of 10 days to six 
months. 
A drivers license can be suspended 
from 80 days to three years tor the 
first DUI offense. 
"If your license is suspended, a 
form will be issued which says that 
the license is held as bond for the 
amount of time it is suspended," Sgt. 
Charlotte Starnes of Public Safety 
said. 
Another penalty may be issued if 
you are driving without proper insur- 
ance. Paying for damages due to an 
accident, whether it is alcohol related 
or not, is the law in Ohio. Since Jan. 1, 
drivers must have liability insurance 
on their cars. 
Longo said distribution of the pam- 
phlets will be decided when the books 
are received in the office. 
"We are thinking about distributing 
them around campus, in off-campus 
mail boxes, in dormitories and pos- 
ssibly in the information sent out to 
incoming freshmen," Longo said. 
"Although alcohol is legal for the 19 
and over crowd, you still need to be 
aware of the responsibilities you have 
when you drink. We hope this pamph- 
let will help eliminate the number of 
charges due to alcohol-related inci- 
dents. I don't want to have a lot of 
statistics," Longo said. 
P Spring rush attracts interested students 
by Mike Mclntyre 
staff reporter 
Fraternity and sorority 
rush parties are a big 
event in Bowling Green 
each fall. Although more 
students attend fall rush, 
Kinko s Copie 
:opios Kinko s 
Kinko s Copie 
opies Kinko s 
COPIES 
$24.50 
same day 
service 
325 E. Wooster 
(Across from 
Taco Bell) 
354-3977 
Open 7 Days 
SPRING BREAK '84. 
THE TRADITION LIVES ON! 
TAKE THE GREATER 
FORT LAUDERDALE BREAK. 
Hollywood. Pompano Beach, Lauderdale-by-the-Sea, Decrfield Beach. 
Want rhe tradition to live on forever? Then order your full- color 17" x 23" poster of Spring Break 1M by sending 
$3.00 (check or money-order, no cash, please) to: Spring Break "M, 500 Third Avenue West, Seattle, WA 98119. 
Be sure to include your name, address and college. Price includes pottage and handling. 
members of fraternities 
and sororities agree spring 
rush produces a more in- 
terested crop of rushees. 
"I feel that spring rush is 
better because, even 
though you don't usually 
get as many pledges, you 
get the more interested 
students to rush the frater- 
nity," said Peter Yodzis, 
junior liberal studies ma- jor and member of Delta 
Tau Delta fraternity. 
"Many interested students 
need to get settled first and 
then feel out the house be- 
fore they decide to rush." 
Marian Marchiano, 
sophomore broadcast jour- 
nalism major and member 
of Gamma Phi Beta soror- 
ity, said she believes that 
spring rush is helpful even 
though many sororities do 
not choose to have them. 
"We are in the middle of 
our spring rush and it is 
going very well. Second 
t Leasing For Fall 1984 referred Properties Co 
835 High St. - Rental Office 
Located at New Cherrywood Health Spa 
Phone 352-9378 
9:00-4:30 Monday-Friday 
Special Features 
2 bedroom-carpeted & furnished 
Gas heat-gas cooking 
(Landlord pays gas) 
Laundry areas in each building 
Residents pay only lights 
Lots of closet space 
1-1/2 bath 
Apartment Complexes 
Haven House 
Piedmont-8th & High St. 
Birchwood Place-650 Sixth St 
Small Bldgs.- Manville 
between 6th & 7th st.  ' 
Ml residents will be granted membership to Health Spa 
A new facility which has been built & i features the 
following: 
•Indoor heated pool     »Sun lamps 
•Metro* sauna •Shower massage 
•Hydro-spa whirlpool    Summer Listings Available 
•Complete exercise focllltles ond equipment 
semester students know 
what they want, once 
they've gotten estab- 
lished," Marchiano said. 
"I also like spring rush 
because it is less formal." 
Steve Smith, senior in- 
ternational business major 
and rush chairman for 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon fra- 
ternity, agrees that spring 
rush brings a more serious 
group of students, but he 
said he thinks a full semes- 
ter does not help students 
decide to rush. 
"The second semester 
rush always seems to slack 
off, because students who 
have lived in a dorm for a 
full semester get in cliques 
and have pressure from 
their new friends to stay," 
Smith said. "Spring rush 
usually produces about 
half of what fall rush does, 
but you could say those 
who do rush in the spring 
are more serious about 
joining." 
Bud" Viancourt, fresh- 
man marketing research 
major, said he waited until 
second semester to pledge 
Delta Tau Delta. 
"Spring rush is ob- 
viously better. Being a 
freshman, I wanted a first 
hand look at the campus 
and I wanted a good aca- 
demic start under my belt 
before I Joined a frater- 
nity. I didn't start getting 
serious about a fraternity 
until this semester," Vian- 
court said. 
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hearts 
Delicate hearts accented 
with austrian crystals. 
Lovingly created 
by Krementz In 14Kt. 
Gold Overlay. 
14% OFF SALE 
Select your Valentine 
Gift  at   Klevers   an 
receive 14% OFF 
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Hawaiians adapt 
to BG lifestyle 
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by Dave Harding 
jet&rJei  
When Kari Basa arrived 
here from the University of 
Hawaii, she was surprised 
when someone asked her if 
she had ever been to the 
United States. 
"Someone was surprised 
that I lived in a 'real'nouse 
and spoke English so 
well," Basa, senior deaf 
education major, said. 
She and Kathy Yama- 
shiro, another exchange 
student from the Univer- 
sity of Hawaii, admitted 
they were not sure what to 
expect when they arrived 
at the University. 
Yamashiro, junior busi- 
ness administration ma- jor, said she had expected 
life to be faster paced and 
more aggressive. 
"There is more of a con- 
servative attitude in Bowl- 
ing Green than what I had 
originally been told back in 
Hawaii,' Yamashiro said. 
Basa added, however, 
that there is more of a push 
to make something of one- 
self here than in the islands 
where things are more laid 
back. 
The students also had to 
become adjusted to the 
types of food eaten here. 
''Instead of eating pota- 
toes, we usually have rice 
with every meal. We also 
eat a great deal more fresh 
fruits and vegetables," 
Basa said. 
Basa said that most of 
their vegetables in Hawaii 
were stir-fried and that the 
cooked vegetables here 
could be drunk with a 
straw. 
After living here for 
awhile, Basa Began to use 
some phrases common to 
the University. 
"I had never heard of 
expressions like 'blow off a 
class' or 'rag on somebody' 
until I got here," she said. 
Basa said that she was 
accustomed to using Pid- 
gin English which is a mix- 
ture of many different 
languages including Fili- 
pino, Japanese, Chinese 
and Hawaiian. 
"I would ask somebody 
if they were 'pau' which in 
Pidgin English means fin- 
ished," she said. "After I 
would say it, I would real- 
ize they had not understood 
me." 
Since arriving in Bowl- 
ing Green, the exchange 
students have been In- 
volved in many different 
activities such as skiing, 
skating and visiting differ- 
ent cities in the area. 
Both students have de- 
cided to transfer from the 
University of Hawaii after 
this year. Yamashiro plans 
to remain at the University 
while Basa will go to the 
University of Northern 
Colorado. 
GRANDE BURRnO 
$3.95 
Entire month of February 
The Best 
MEXICAN FOOD 
In Tawo* r-* 
SCIN&Affctf 
352-1092 
FRAZEE AVENUE 
APARTMENTS 
624, 656, 670 
Frazee Avenue 
2 bedroom furnished 
apartments 
Upper units $450/mo & elec 
Basement units $400/mo & elec 
CALL 352-0717 
RENT NOW! Last Week at These Rates! 
THE EARLY 
PREPARE FOR 
MCATLSATGMAT 
SATDAT GRE CPA 
Join our "Early Bird" and 
Summer Classes In Preparation 
for Your Fall 1984 Exams 
• Permanent Centers open days, evenings end 
weekends. 
• Low hourly cost. Dedicated full-time stall. 
• Complete TEST-N-TAPE* facilities for 
review of class lessons and supplementary 
materials. 
• Small classes taught by skilled instructors. 
• Opportunity to make up missed lessons. 
• Voluminous home-study materials constantly 
updated by researchers expert In their field. 
• Opportunity to transfer to and continue 
study at any of our over 105 centers. 
OTHER COURSES AVAILABLE 
SSAT-PSAT- SAT ACHIEVEMENTS -ACT 
GRE PSYCH • GRE BIO - MAT • PCAT 
VQE ♦ ECFMG • FLEX • NDB • RN BDS 
SPEED READING 
I UMttleaal Csatn - nir ninuriM SNCiiiim iinei IIM CHI Sun IV.-HHI » mlMl 536-3701 3550 Sacor Rd. Toledo. Oh. 
Hostels inexpensive 
by Nancy Botrwlck 
reporter  
Hosteling may be the 
solution for students who 
have considered world- 
wide travel, but have not 
had enough money, 
according to Robert 
Beard, president of the 
Erie-Ana Council. 
Hostels serve as over- 
night accommodations for 
travelers, offering an al- 
ternative to hotel accom- 
modations. They include a 
variety of settings such as 
private homes, mansions, 
old castles and iails. 
"You avoid nigh hotel 
bills and you get to meet 
people," Beard, an asso- 
ciate professor of health- 
/pnyslcal 
education/recreation, 
said. 
"Hosteling isn't for ev- 
eryone," he added. "It's 
not easy, but it's a great 
way to see the world. 
He said the hostel pro- 
gram offers students the 
choice to bicycle, hike, ca- 
noe, ski or take motor trips 
to their destination. 
Beard said overnight ac- 
commodations in a hostel 
range from $3-9 per night. 
Most hostels provide kitch- 
ens where members can 
fix meals. The hostels also 
provide beds, though mem- 
bers are required to pro- 
vide sheets or a sleeping 
bag. 
Visitors to the hostels 
are expected to do IS min- 
utes of minor chores, in 
return for their stay. This 
may involve sweeping a 
floor or dustings stairway, 
Beard said. The hostels 
lock their doors at 11 p.m. 
and wake visitors at 7 a.m. 
The regulations at each 
hostel vary with the house 
parents of each. 
Beard said one of the 
best things about hostel- 
ing, is the people he has 
met. 
"It's a valuable experi- 
ence in getting along with 
people and getting to know 
them," he said, because 
you learn to function in a 
cooperative setting." 
THIS YEAR, the Ameri- 
can Youth Hostel Associa- 
tion is celebrating its 50th 
Anniversary of providing 
inexpensive travel oppor- 
tunities. 
Beard said the Youth 
Hostel Program provides 
programs which offer 
tours through S,000 hostels 
in the United States and tl 
other member nations of 
the International Youth 
Hostel Federation. 
To become involved in 
hosteling, one must be an 
AYH member. Mem- 
bership passes are avail- 
able at the local AYH 
office in Bowling Green at 
244 Biddle St Beard said. 
For anyone 18 to 59 years, 
the cost is $20 per calendar 
year, beginning Jan. 1. 
Beard sal3 students should 
also obtain an Interna- 
tional Student Indentifica- 
tion Card at the Union or 
through  UAO. 
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MKEI ITEM PtZZA 
In-houM a Deavery 352-3551 
bg new* itotf/Sue Cross Kickin' back! 
Well, what do you do in Hawaii? "We kick back and put on some music. . . HAWAIIAN 
music," said Kathy Yamashiro (right), a junior business administration/prelaw major. 
Yamashiro. is joined by Kari Basa. a senior deaf education major and also a native of 
— Expires: 2/16Y84 -■■■-—J 
Hawaii. 
Call Us Early 
TODAY! 
For all your floral needs 
for Valentine's Day. 
6 Carnations   $14.95 
in a vase 
3 Roses $14.95 
in a vase 
KLOTZ 
FLOWER 
FARM 
906 Napoleon 
End of S. College Dr. 353-8381 
WIHTHROP TERRACE IPTS. 
NOW TAKINC DEPOSITS FOR FALL 
// EARLY BIRD 
S P E Cl AL" 
WE PAY NUT. WITEI. CABLE 
3 Locations - Napoleon Rd., Palmer Ave. 
Summit St 
•10.00 per month OFF rent if lease 
is signed by March 31st. 
1I2BDHIIPTS 
Furnished & Unfurnished 
3SM1SS 
9-5 Evenings By Appt.        Saturdays 10:00-3:00 starting 2/4/84 
How to have class between classes. 
TT* 
• 
tv l.lWmi|(W. **MI Own Cattn l» Moit Th«. 101 Ua«r US CiMl I M.M 
nil* ■ T mil uu im ran mm mi 
331-91 IS 
Rapid Printing 
IM 
Indulge yourself in a warm cup^^ of Cafe Vienna. It's a light and cin- 
namony touch of class.And fust one of six deliriously different flavors' 
from General Foods* 
International Coffees. 
GENERAL FOODS* INTERNATIONAL COFFEES 
AS MUCH A FEELING AS A FLAVOR 
6 bg nevw/tebruary 14.1964 state/world 
Celeste appeals to Court 
Bid to delay redistricting fails 
Father slays family, kills self 
COLUMBUS (AP) - Re- 
butted by a three-judge 
federal panel in his bid to 
delay court-ordered con- 
gressional redistricting, 
Gov. Richard Celeste yes- 
terday appealed his case to 
the U.S. Supreme Court. 
Lawyers for the gover- 
nor filed the notice of ap- 
peal minutes after the 
district court Judges re- 
jected a request to delay 
their order that the Legis- 
lature draw new bounda- 
ries of the districts from 
which Ohio's 21 members 
of the U.S. House are 
elected. 
The judges also specif- 
ically said the current dis- 
tricts were 
unconstitutional and pro- 
hibited their use in this 
year's primary and gen- 
eral elections. 
Celeste declined to spec- 
ulate about chances of win- 
ning a stay from the 
Supreme Court that would 
allow the elections to take 
place under the existing 
districts. 
"I don't think you can 
handicap court cases," Ce- 
leste said. "It is our judgment that the present 
plan does comply with rea- 
sonable and responsible 
standards as to the defi- 
nition of congressional dis- 
tricts." 
Celeste said if the re- 
quest was denied, be was 
prepared "to move expedi- 
tiously" to meet the court's 
requirements. 
IN RELATED ACTION, 
Senate President Harry 
Meshel, D-Youngstown. 
said he had already started 
preliminary work on a new 
redistricting plan. 
"I've begun looking at 
some possibilities, because 
we simply cannot afford to 
wait until the very last 
minute to begin some ac- 
tivity on it. Should it not be 
necessary,   then   nothing 
will have been lost," be 
said. 
Meshel said he would not 
introduce any plan to the 
Legislature until the court 
case was settled. 
Celeste and Secretary of 
State Sherrod Brown had 
asked the judges to delay 
their previous order that 
instructed the Ohio Legis- 
lature to come up with new 
district lines by March IS. 
The state's lawyers ar- 
gued that new district lines 
would have had to be in 
place by yesterday for the 
May 8 congressional pri- 
mary to proceed as sched- 
uled. 
Brown also raised the 
possibility of having to 
hold a second, special pri- 
mary sometime later if 
new districts were drawn. 
Brown said the special pri- 
mary would cost taxpayers 
about $5.3 million. 
KAPPA SIGMA ANNOUNCES SPRING 
PLEDGE CLASS 
DAVE WARNER 
STEW WEST 
BRENDAN COAKLEY 
DAVE KOMZAK 
BARRY McGINNIS 
KARL KUOLER DAVE POINTER 
JP DAVIS DAVE VEITH 
TOM LANG CHRIS MOORE 
TOM STIBERTH JOHN MARIE 
JIM JONES DAVE MARCUS 
TODD VRCAN 
CONGRATULATIONS 
NEW    ACTIVES 
RON ENGSTOM 
JIM McCAN 
BOB HERMAN 
ERIC AUECIELLO 
* CONGRATS TO THE NEWLY ELECTED 
IFC EXECUTIVES: 
KICK MANNER 
TOM SCHNEIDER 
MIKE HARLOW 
PRESIDENT 
VP. OF INTERNAL  AFFAIRS 
JUSTICE 
In their decision, judges 
Nathaniel Jones. Joseph 
Kinneary and Robert Dun- 
can said "the Ohio plan is 
unconstitutional and its 
use for the 1964 election is 
enjoined." 
The judges ruled Jan. 30 
that the current districts 
failed to meet the equal 
population standards re- 
quired by the United States 
Constitution. 
They called for an alter- 
nate plan of more equal 
districts to be sent to the 
court by March 15 for re- 
view. If the Legislature 
fails to act, the court said it 
would draw the lines. 
The population differ- 
ence between Ohio's larg- 
est and smallest districts is 
0.62 percent. Barring fa- 
vorable action by the U.S. 
Supreme court, a spokes- 
man for Brown said two 
primaries may be inevi- 
The May 8 primary 
would choose delegates to 
the Democratic and Re- 
publican national conven- 
tions based on 1982 
districts. A later primary 
would select congressional 
candidates from any newly 
drawn districts. 
ALUMNI BOOK 
SCHOLARSHIP 
"1 
Alumni Book Scholarship applications are now 
being accepted from students enrolled in the College 
of Arts and Sciences. If you have earned less than 92 
semester hours of credit at the end of the Spring 
Semester, 1984, you are eligible for this award. The 
recipients will receive $150 which can be used at the 
rate of $75 per semester in the University Book Store 
for the purchase of books. The Alumni Book 
Scholarship is based on financial need and your 
academic record. 
Applications can be picked up in the College of 
Arts and Sciences Office, Room 205, 
Administration Building. Completed 
applications are due in the College Office by March 
14, 1984. 
MADEIRA, Ohio (AP) - 
Five family members 
were found dead at their 
home in this Cincinnati 
suburb yesterday and Po- 
lice Oifef Phillip Hudson 
said it appeared a man had 
shot his wife and three 
daughters in the head be- 
fore turning the gun on 
himself. 
"Some of them had been 
shot more than once," 
Hudson said. "It appears 
as though the father shot 
the others, then himself." 
Hudson identified the 
victims as Mostafa Ansari, 
38; his wife, Karin, 40; and 
daughters Jasmine, 10, 
and twin sisters Nadia and 
Tania, both 7. 
Ansari was found in a 
bathroom, and the others 
were in their respective 
bedrooms, Hudson said. 
Bach had been shot in the 
head with a .38-caliber 
handgun, officers said. 
The victims may have 
been shot last night, Hud- 
son said. Police were 
alerted at mid-morning 
yesterday after a cleaning 
woman could not get into 
the house. 
The cleaning woman 
called police from a house 
next door. The neighbor 
told police she had not seen 
the children leave for 
school, Hudson said. 
The chief declined to dis- 
close some of the evidence 
police used to conclude 
that the shootings were a 
homicide-suicide. He also 
declined to say whether 
police found a note. 
Police Officer Ronald 
Gribbins, one of those who 
went to the house to inves- 
tigate, said there was no 
sign of forcible entry. The 
family's two cars were in 
the garage and the drive- 
way, he said. 
Police forced their way 
into the house after getting 
no response when they 
banged on doors and win- 
dows, Gribbins said. 
Hudson said Ansari had 
worked in the construction 
business, but he said police 
had learned little else 
about the family by yester- 
day afternoon. 
Israelis oppose U.S. plan 
to sell missiles to Jordan 
WASHINGTON (AP) - 
The Reagan administra- 
tion has quietly informed 
Congress it intends to sell 
up to 1,600 anti-aircraft 
missiles to Jordan while 
trying to persuade Israel to 
go along with plans for a 
U.S. armed Jordanian 
strike force, sources said 
yesterday. 
The proposed sale sur- 
faced as Jordan's King 
Hussein held talks with 
President Reagan, Secre- 
tary of State George Shultz 
and   Robert   McParlane, 
EAST MERRY APARTMENTS 
516 E. Merry Avenue 
2 Bedrrn furn. apt. with 
garbage disposals ft dish washers 
Upper Units 
2388/sem&elec. 
Basement Units 
2028/sem&elec. 
CALL      352-0717 
Reagan's national security 
adviser, on U.S. policy to- 
ward Lebanon. President 
Hosni Mubarak of Egypt is 
scheduled to follow suit 
today. 
Meanwhile, Larry 
Speakes, the White House 
spokesperson, said Reagan 
is moving toward a with- 
drawal of toe American 
Marines from Beirut to 
U.S. ships off the Lebanese 
coast within 30 days. 
"It is feasible'to have 
them out in 30 days," 
Speakes said. "We will do 
so if it is consistent with 
the political and military 
situation." 
Speakes said Reagan is 
"in agreement" with a 
plan submitted by Defense 
Secretary Caspar Wein- 
berger for moving the 1,200 
to 1,300 Marines to the 
ships and would approve it 
if Britain, France and 
Italy, the U.S. partners in 
the multinational peace- 
keeping force, concur. He 
said the plan may be dis- 
closed Wednesday or 
Thursday. 
Administration sources, 
who asked not to be identi- 
fied, said the classified no- 
tice of the missile sale 
reached Capitol Hill late 
CARTY 
RENTALS 
APARTMENTS - 9 month individual 
leases 
2 bedroom/4 students starting at 
$110.°° a month/$495.00a semester per 
person 
Also 2/3 students rentals 
HOUSES for 4-5-6-8 students 
all near campus 
SUMMER RENTALS Special Rates 
Phone for Appointment or 
further Information 
352-7365 352-5556 
Plan now for the 1984 School Year 
Meadowview Court 
Apartments 
214 Napoleon Road    Bowling Green, OH   352-1195 
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT 
•all utilities included *gas heat •laundry 
facilities •drapes •carpet • party & game room 
•swimming pool • sauna 
$270-furnished      $250-unfurnished 
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS 
$280-furnished      $265-unfurnished Plus gas and electric 
Landlord pays water and sewage 
EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS 
$225-fumished      $200-unfumished 
all utilities inoluded, separate bedroom 
Frat ■■■MfiMi li ONfflmtf Malta Spa tfti lusa. 
Your Valentine Party Places 
are 
>0 KIPS* °nd" Kiptj 
MON: NO COVER NITE 
TUES: LADIES NIGHT 
WED: QUARTER NIGHT 
THUR: COLLEGE I.D. 
TUE: LADIES NIGHT 
WED: QUARTER NIGHT 
THUR: COLLEGE ID. 
FRI & SAT: PARTY NITES 
SUN: NO COVER NITE 
Thursday is College I.D. Night 
REYNOLDS at HEATHERDOWNSf867-9123 SECOR at SYLVANIA/473-0662 
TOLEDO'S BEST ROCK 
last week, beginning a 
process that gives Con- 
gress 50 days to block the 
deal. If either the Senate or 
the House fails to mount a 
veto in that time, the sale 
will go through. 
THE ISRAELI GOVER- 
MENT, which is weighing 
an administration appeal 
that it go along with the 
strike force, is preparing 
to mount a campaign 
against the Stinger nus- 
"They can very easily 
fall into undesirable 
hands," said an Israeli of- 
ficial here, who spoke on 
the condition he remain 
anonymous. "You can 
imagine the damage the 
PLO (Palestine Liberation 
Organization) could do 
with 20 of them." 
The Stinger is a bazooka- 
like weapon that can be 
fired by infantrymen 
against aircraft within a 
range of three miles. Last 
month, the Pentagon de- 
cided to supply the sheul- 
der-f ired missiles to thttth 
Fleet off Lebanon and near 
the mouth of the Persian 
Gulf as a defense against 
kamikaze attacks. 
The quiet move to pro- 
vide Jordan with Stingers 
is similar to the secret 
soundings the administra- 
tion took in Congress last 
fall on training and equip- 
ping a Jordanian military 
force. Its mission would be 
to intervene in friendly 
Persian Gulf countries 
such as Saudi Arabia if 
they are threatened by in- 
ternal insurrection or for- 
eign forces. 
The strike force would be 
equipped .with advanced 
VS. F-16 jet fighters. 
Stingers and fight armored 
vehicles. Pro-Israel mem- 
bers of Congress raised 
objections once the plan 
became known. The ad- 
ministration interceded 
with Jerusalem to per- 
suade Congress that such a 
force would be in the inter- 
ests of the United States 
and Israel. 
As a result, the Israeli 
government has eased its 
opposition and has offi- 
cially taken a neutral posi- 
tion while studying the 
plan. , 
However, It was dear 
the Israelis do not intend to 
keep silent their concerns 
about the separate Stinger 
deal. 
Nondenominational 
BIBLE TEACHING 
BOWLING GREEN JR. HIGH SCHOOL 
215 W. Wooater St..Bowing Green 
(please use S. Grove entrance) 
Each WEDNESDAY 7:30 p.m. 
January 25 thru February 29 
EVERYONE WELCOME 
When its gotta be pizza 
its got to be Pisanello's 
and subs too! According 
to a BGSU preference 
survey, students prefer 
Pizza to hamburgers. 
According to National 
Restaurant Association 
tests, Pizza is the better 
nutritional value. The 
WFAL survey rated 
Pisanello's Pizza the 
BEST in Bowling Green. 
Give us a chance to 
create a meal or a snack 
for you,and ask about 
our party specials. 
i 750 OFF i 
Any small pizza 
with on* or more items 
f    "\     or Large sub 
Fro* Delivery 
ONE COUPON PER PIZZA 
GOOD THRU 4/80/84 
1352-5166 Voted Best Pino,in BG 
■■■TcouPONaMsMl 
j«C!£i 
! 
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Love? Nobody knows what it is 
DAYTON (AP) - If you 
are unable to understand 
what makes love start and 
what keeps it alive, don't 
consider yourself alone. 
The people who study love 
find it a mystery, too. 
Warner Wilson, a Wright 
State University psychol- 
ogy professor who teaches 
a course on interpersonal 
relations and counsels cou- 
ples who have marital 
problems, said love abides 
by no rules. But there is 
one initial catalyst which 
comes as no surprise. 
"Ongoing research 
shows that there is a pow- 
erful tendency to like peo- 
ple who show a liking for 
you," Wilson said. 
Gammon backgrounds, 
experiences or tastes often 
help spark a relationship 
between people brought to- 
gether by circumstances, 
Wilson said. 
"They typically have 
been thrown together," be 
said. "They've seen each 
other frequently even be- 
fore becoming close 
friends." 
Psychologists commonly 
define two kinds of roman- 
tic relationships: passion- 
ate and conjugal. 
Despite the intangibles 
that escape those who ex- 
amine love, Wilson said, it 
is safe to say a conjugal 
relationship Based on re- 
spect, friendship, affection 
and familiarity is more 
likely to last than a pas- 
sionate relationship in 
which a couple's problems 
can be obscured by heady, 
overwhelming emotions. 
Couples who take a mo- 
ment on Valentine's Day to 
reassess their 
relationships might con- 
sider an important area 
that sometimes causes 
friction between mates: 
decision-making. 
"For example, it's very 
common for the wife to 
complain that the husband 
doesn't take initiative in 
one area or another, from 
lovemaking to paying the 
bills," Wilson said. "I don't 
want to give the impres- 
sion that the husband 
should always take the ini- 
tiative, but it is important 
that the couple discuss the 
issue." 
Despite the efforts to 
more accurately define 
love and assess its survival 
in marriage, couples who 
wed generally enter the 
arena with little idea of 
what to expect, Wilson 
said. 
"We would never con- 
sider turning a new em- 
ployee loose with as little 
instruction as we give our 
children before mar- 
riage," be said. 
Small gas company to fold 
if made to obey state rules 
Belushi look-a-like in Japan ad 
DUNKIRK, Ohio (AP) - 
Bert and Martha Sheldon 
are already losing money 
on their natural gas busi- 
ness, but they fear that the 
company will collapse if 
they are forced to follow 
state regulations requiring 
them to carry customers 
paying only 10 percent of 
New rules from the Pub- 
lic Utilities Commission of 
Ohio require utilites to pro- 
vide heat and electricity if 
customers are making the 
minimum payment. 
About 250 of the Sheldon 
Gas Co.'s 900 customers 
are eligible for the 10 per- 
cent plan. So far, six fami- 
lies have applied. 
"Why should we have to 
mortgage everything to 
furnish gas to deadbeats?" 
Bert Sheldon said. If all 250 
eligible customers take ad- 
vantage of the plan, Shel- 
don said it would cost him 
$125,000. "I expect to be out 
of business in a year," he 
said. 
The Sheldons have run 
the gas company from a 
two-room office above the 
family garage south of 
Findlay. Sheldon's grand- 
father started the business 
during a turn-of-the-cen- 
tury northwest Ohio oil 
boom. 
THREE SMALL TOWNS 
served by Sheldon have 
gas rates set by municipal 
ordinances which are fro- 
zen until 1965. 
"If we raised rates to 
cover that $125,000, we 
would have to raise them 
100 percent for the other 
750 customers," Sheldon 
said. "I'm not trying to 
dump people, but this is a 
welfare problem, and the 
burden belongs on public 
funding, not on the utili- 
ties." 
The Sheldons advocate a 
C whereby the Ohio 
lature would issue en- 
ergy stamps. The scrip 
would eliminate paper- 
work and encourage con- 
servation while still 
helping people pay their 
bills, the Sheldons said. 
The company has asked 
the PUCO to waive its new 
rules, and the firm is part 
of a group of small gas 
companies and large elec- 
tric companies asking the 
Ohio Supreme Court to de- 
lay the disconnection regu- 
lations. 
William Spratley, Ohio 
Consumers' Counsel, said 
he is concerned about the 
Sheldons' request to be ex- 
cluded from the anti-shut- 
off rules. 
"The dilemma is how to 
keep a small company vi- 
able and give its customers 
equal protection under 
law," Spratley said. "This 
is a tough problem, but 
how can we be assured that 
all small companies will 
operate fairly?'' 
CLEVELAND (AP) - 
Paul Sabatino has found a 
new way to capitalize on 
his resemblance to the late 
comedian John Belushi. He 
recently made a commer- 
cial that he says will air in 
Japan. 
He describes his recep- 
tion by the Japanese as so 
gratifying that he is think- 
ing of pursuing more pro- 
jects in that country. 
Sabatino, 23, said Belu- 
shi remains extremely 
popular among the Japa- 
nese, and that aa a result, 
he was exceptionally well- 
received when he went to 
Japan in December to tape 
the commercial for Mitsu- 
bishi automobiles. 
"They go crazy for him 
there" Sabatino said of 
Belushi. "I got the royal 
carpet. It was like I was 
Michael Jackson or some- 
thing. Everywhere I went 
they catered to me. It was 
like being Cinderella for a 
few days." 
Sabatino said he never 
met Belushi, but talked to 
him on the telephone once, 
and got to know an aunt 
and uncle of the late comic, 
who live in Akron, after 
they saw him on television 
in 1979. 
Sabatino said the com- 
mercial features him, 
looking like Belushi, trying 
to get the interest of an 
attractive woman, but los- 
ing out and literally drop- 
ping out of the picture 
when a Mitsubishi auto 
comes by. 
He said he got a call on 
Dec. 7 from Size Inc., flew 
the next day to Los Angeles 
and then spent three days 
in Japan, where he did the 
commercial with a New 
York fashion model. 
It was the first trip out of 
the United States for Saba- 
tino, a resident of subur- 
ban Mayfield Heights, who 
called it "a very beautiful 
lifetime  experience 
I'll never forget." 
that Toledo man charged with two murders 
"I wish I could stay over 
there all the time," he 
said. "Hopefully, some- 
thing can develop." 
Sabatino said that even 
before the commercial 
project, he knew about 
Japanese interest in Belu- 
shi and was considering 
the prospects for advanc- 
ing his career there. 
Now he's thinking even 
more strongly about it. 
"I think 1 could be a big 
star in Japan," he said. 
TOLEDO (AP) - A To- 
ledo man charged with two 
counts of aggravated mur- 
der was ordered held on 
$400,000 bond yesterday. 
Police have issued an ar- 
rest warrant for a second 
man wanted in the slay- 
ings. 
Robert Bryant, 32, was 
arraigned   in   Municipal 
Court on the two charges 
and a lawyer was ap- 
pointed to represent him in 
a second appearance Fri- 
day., 
Police said they are 
looking for Arthur Orth, 34, 
of Toledo. 
Bryant and Orth are 
charged in the slayings of 
Melvin Faushnaugh, 38, 
and Ernest Moody,33, both 
of Toledo. The men's bod- 
ies were found in a burning 
car north of the downtown 
area last week. Both men 
had been shot and Moody, 
whose body was found in 
the car trunk, had been 
badly burned. 
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352-1504 
516 E. WOOSTER 
FREE DELIVERY 
n^aii ■■■ill ■■   Innifci     n ■   lulmnrim ■vvmvfTwDvr vonwy or THMMI 
.-.ill. >■» aalpJ ftnnnilnn 
WWH Of Mocnonoi 
'i ft IV ■ *J   M   IV JLaarf L^    ■ "" ^JL M^ 4^j ■
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s *I or em rial cord*.    ■ ^r*!^!^!^       M  ■ I       WT *^ 0£ZSXTrt j W/ANY 12" PIZZA.I 
WEIXRGHTINGFORVOURLIFE  ^^       (\) COUPON PER ORDER EXPIRES 2/18/84        I 
Noneman Real i]nlale Company 
BROKKRAGi: 4 MANAGEMENT 
NOW LEASING: 
SUMMER & FALL 
825 THIRD ST:  N,CELY A*. 
RANOEH ONE BEDROOM APTS. RENTS IS 
SMO/MO INCLUDING GAS, AND WATER. 
841 8th ST, 733 MA$4- 
VILLEt 2 BEDROOM. ONE AND ONE 
HALF BATHS. FURNISHED APTS. RENT IS 
S325/MO. 
755, 777 MANVILLE: 
COO/MO. 12 MO. LEASES ONLY 2 BEDROOM 1 
'-' 2 BATHS UNFURNISHED. 
CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION 
354-3951 
Not all haircuts are 
the same. For a protessional 
cut by a professional, call 
RON at 352-2107. 
I COHANS| 
Siadium Plan. 1616 K. IwaMrr. B.(. 
UNIVERSITY THEATRE 
PRESENTS 
Februarty 16-18 and February 22-25 
Main Auditorium, 8:00 p.m. 
February 25 matinee at 3:00 p.m. 
Students $2.00     Adults $4.00 
_G4LL 372-2719 FOR RESERVATIONS— 
RIDGE MANOR APTS. 
519 Ridge Street 
2 Bedroom 
furnished townhouse 
2 man rate - $375/mo & gas 
3 man rate - $435/mo & gas 
4 man rate - $450/mo & gas 
CALL 3524)717 
8th St. Apts. 
803-815 Eighth Street 
2 bedroom,furn.& unfurn, 
apts - a/c avail. 
Furn. - 280/ mo. & gas & electric 
Unfurn. - 265/mo & gas & electric 
Rent by Feb. 24, 1984 and put down only 
a 100.00 deposit to qualified applicants 
DO DAYTON A RIGHT IN '84- 
STAY FOR LESS AT 
OCEANIA PLAZA 
UNIVERSITY VILLAGE 
& 
UNIVERSITY COURTS 
APARTMENTS 
Coming to ilit* D.iWonn area during 
Spring Break 11»i•— \earV Then uel now to 
avoid tin* usual motel liable—moke your 
«ri'oii|) reservation al Oceania Plaza and 
real I \ enjo\ yourselves! 
Our '1 bedroom.  _' bathroom ocean front 
•ante* accommodate up to -i\ lor nnl> 
S600 a week  (or  >> I OO  a   person   for a   lull 
week.) I ■ 1111 x furnished and c<| nipped, 
down    (o   lie   dilllirrwarc.   I'mote   balconn-* 
o>crlookin<£ tin- oeenn. ('.ojnciiicnl to 
downtown   l)a>tonn   and   all   major   tourist 
at tract inn*.Ocean front pool. I Yiwilc pork in <>. 
\\oid the IIMIOI motel headache* in l>a\- 
lonn ■ I■ i — Spriii" lireak. (nun- to Oceania 
I'la/a and unwind for le->! 
( M.I. HUH)) 87 I- 10.; I. W MM I   H»\< I. LAST'S! 
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BG splits penalty-marred series with WMU 
by Steve Quinn 
spots reporter  
KALAMAZOO, Mich. - In a series 
marred with more penalties than 
NFL players defecting to the USFL, 
Bowling Green's hockey team came 
away with a split at Western Michi- 
gan, losing 8-3 on Friday and winning 
+■2 on Saturday. 
The series split brought BG's re- 
cord to 27-3-2 and places the icers at 
third nationally in the WMPL radio- 
coaches poll and the WDOM media 
poll. 
BOTH TEAMS recorded a com- 
bined total of 67 penalties, 36 for the 
Broncos and 31 for the Falcons for 166 
total minutes. The penalty festivities 
began in the first game and referees 
Brian Hart and Brent Rutherford 
never had time to rest for the remain- 
der of the series as they continued to 
pull players off the ice. 
With 6:50 gone in the second period 
of the opening game, all bin two 
players on the ice were penalized for 
everything from high sticking to 
roughing plus one bench penalty for 
each team. The large total of penal- 
ties resulted in a 24-minute game 
delay. At one point, BG managed to 
Sueeze seven players into the pen- 
y box. 
f
'It was a physical game, I don't 
know what else to call it," WMU head 
coach and former BG assistant coach 
Bill Wilkinson said. 
"We knew it would be a tough 
series," BG head coach Jerry York 
said. "They are the most penalized 
team in the league." 
The computing company 
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• Engineering 
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of ADP to m       ^ 
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To reserve space, call Jim Wedemeyer as soon as 
possible (313) 995-6652 collect. 
Support 
UnMdHhy 
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AT THE time of the sudden rash of 
penalties, BG trailed WMU 2-1 and 
when it was over. BG fell behind 3-1. 
In the third period the Broncos contin- 
ued to build their lead, collecting 
three more goals, bringing the score 
to 6-1. The nation's leading scorer Dan 
Dorion put in two goals of the Bronco 
goals, both coming by means of a 
breakaway. 
Just after the Broncos put in their 
sixth goal Gary Kruzich took himself 
out of the game because of a ham- 
string injury, and did not return for 
Saturday's contest. Eddie Powers en- 
tered the game for Kruzich and 
played for the remainder of the game. 
Each team traded two goals to 
bring the final score to 8-3, giving BG 
its first Friday night loss of the sea- 
son. 
"We had a lot of opportunities dur- 
ing the three-on-three play, but we 
couldn't capitalize " York said. "It 
hurt us when they made it 4-1. They 
deserve a lot of credit. They have a 
good club." 
York also said he certainly ex- 
pected to win the next game, ana with 
fine goaltending by Powers the Fal- 
cons did just that.        • 
POWERS MADE 31 saves, includ- 
ing two breakaway saves against 
Dorion. It did not appear that Powers 
would have the success that he did as 
Pat Ryan took the Broncos' first shot 
Field Manor Apts. 
542 and 560 Frazee Ave. 
519 Leroy 
Upper Units ■ 475 mo. & elec. 
Basement Units - 450 mo & elec. 
Call Greenbriar, inc. 
352-0717    • 
of the second game and it went be- 
tween Powers'legs. • 
But Powers would surrender only 
one more goal in the next 32 shots 
while shutting WMU out in the third 
period. 
"He came up big for us," York said. 
"I thought a few big saves early in the 
game would help him, but the early 
goal probably helped him." 
"It was good to get the win under 
my belt," Powers said. "I thought 
about the game all day. I just wanted 
to get out on the ice and play. They 
(Powers' teammates) helped me out 
a lot" 
Powers was one reason the Falcons 
won - the special teams were the 
other. 
Three of the four Falcon goals 
came from the special teams unit, two 
Gwer-play scores and one short- 
nded goal. Credit the high number 
of penalties for the great number of 
power-play chances for both teams, 
BG with eight and WMU with four. 
GARRY GALLEY got the Falcons' 
short-handed goal at the 6:04 mark in 
the second period to knot the game at 
one. The Broncos quickly regained 
the lead, but it would be the last time 
they would put the puck in the Falcon 
net. 
The special teams continued to play 
a major role in the Falcon scoring 
when Dan Kane evened the score just 
45 seconds into the third period. 
BG's only goal at even strength was 
also the game-winner when Gino Cav- 
allini took a pass from John Samanski 
and shot it past WMU goaltender Glen 
Healy from just inside the left circle. 
Cavallini now has five game-winners, 
making him the team leader in that 
department. 
Galley rounded off the Falcon scor- 
ing, gaining his second goal of the 
evening, and the team's second 
power-play goal. 
"It was a good college hockey 
game," York said. "We matched 
their intensity, and we want to be 
competitive in our remaining games 
and play well." 
Congratulations! photo/Jett Hall 
BG goaltender,Eddie Powers embraces teammate Dave Ellett after Saturday 
night's 4 2 victory over Western Michigan in Kalamazoo. The sophomore 
goaltender started In the nets for the Falcons for the first time In his BG 
career. 
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BG signs 14 football recruits 
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Fourteen football players 
have signed national let- 
ters of intent with Bowling 
Green, Falcon coach 
Denny Stolz said. Of the 14, 
12 are from Ohio and two 
are from Michigan. Five 
players are from North- 
west Ohio. 
BG signed six offensive 
skilled position players in- 
cluding a pair of quar- 
terbacks, three receivers 
and a running back. The 
quarterbacks are Jeff 
Sandra, a 6-foot-4, 215 sig- 
nal caller from Martins 
Ferry, and Eric Smith, a 6- 
foot-3, 192-pound quar- 
terback who earned honor- 
able mention all state 
honors at Alma, Mich. 
The receivers are all 
from Northwest Ohio and 
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include second team all- 
Ohio selection Dennis 
Schiets of Oak Harbor, all- 
district pick Derrick Gant 
of Toledo St. Francis, and 
Al Sallee of Rossford. 
Mike McGee. a 6-foot-l, 
190-pound running back, is 
from Dayton Belmont. the 
same high school that pro- 
duced Falcon all-Ameri- 
can Martin Bayless. 
Three offensive linemen 
will head for BG in the fall 
including Ken Schriner, a 
6-foot-5,252-pound all-state 
pick from Tiffin Calvert. 
Schriner's older brother 
Dan is a Falcon offensive 
guard. The other linemen 
include &-foot-4, 255-pound 
Eugene Ware and 6-foot-3, 
240-pound Doug Bitler, an 
all-state pick from Montpe- 
lier. 
Defensively, the Falcons 
welcome a pair of linemen 
in 6-foot-3,235-pound David 
Haynes and 6-foot-3 222- 
pound Mike Murray of Be- 
rea. Bill McClure, a 6-foot- 
4, 208-pound linebacker 
from Ravenna, is the 
brother of 'Falcon quar- 
terback   Brian   McClure. 
The Falcons will have two 
new defensive backs in 5- 
foot-10, 175-pound Leslie 
Harris of Flint, Mich, and 
Mark Bongers. a 6-foot-l, 
175-pound punter/defen- 
sive back from Westlake. 
Moses leaves for Rutgers 
Wayne Moses, Bowling 
Green's offensive back- 
field coach for the past 
three and a half years, was 
named Friday to the Rutg- 
ers University football 
coaching staff. 
Moses, a 1978 University 
of Washington graduate, 
has spent the past three 
seasons at BG. He be- 
comes the sixth 'appoint- 
ment made by new 
Rutgers head coach Dick 
Anderson. 
After graduation from 
Washington, Moses served 
as secondary coach at Cali- 
fornia State-Fullerton be- 
fore moving on to running 
back coach at Chaffey Ju- 
nior College in 1979. A year 
later, Moses was named 
assistant coach at North 
Carolina State. 
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Falcons hammer Cards, 74-45 
by Marc Delph 
assistant sports editor 
MUNCIE, Ind. - Just when it 
seemed the media was having a field 
day ripping the recent play of Bowling 
Green's basketball squad, the Fal- 
cons played one of their best games of 
the season Saturday - a 74-45 shellack- 
ing of Ball State. 
BG was coming off an embarrass- 
ing home court loss to Kent State last 
Wednesday. It was a game marred 
with individualistic play, not the usual 
Falcon style of team oriented play BG 
coach John Weinert's teams are 
known for. 
SATURDAY'S GAME marked an 
entirely different team that took to 
the Door of BSU's University Gym. 
Not only was BG's top scorer David 
Jenkins sitting on the bench in street 
clothes due to an ankle injury, but a 
pre-game team meeting would prove 
to be the difference in play over 
Wednesday's debacle. 
"There was no me today, all we," 
Weinert said of having no individual 
play. "Today we played hard, smart 
and unselfish. We had five guys out 
there willing to sacrifice." 
"We had a team meeting following 
the Kent game," BG forward Colin 
Irish said, 'and our problems seem to 
be straightened out. 
In all actuality, it was a team 
effort. But don't ask one of the 3,820 
Cardinal fans who witnessed Irish 
play one of his best games of his 
career. While only playing 26 minutes 
due to foul trouble, Irish scored 21 
Gints and pulled down 17 rebounds to 
id all players in both categories. 
THE TEAM effort came to a peak 
in the second half when Weinert 
elected to bench Irish at the 14:53 
mark after he had committed his 
fourth personal. BG held a slim nine 
point lead at 44-35, and the BSU fans 
felt a comeback was on its way. 
Shortly after Irish's benching, Paul 
Abendroth, who started the game in 
place of Jenkins, sprained his ankle 
and was taken out of the game. 
Not to fear, Irish returned nine 
minutes later after the Bill Faine and 
reserve-led Falcons outscored the 
Cardinals 13-4 to take a commanding 
57-39 lead with 5:26 left in the contest. 
"Things looked pretty good at that 
point," BSU coach Al Brown said of 
Irish taking to the bench. "We were 
hoping to make our move with Irish 
out of there, but their subs came in 
and did a good job of offsetting that." 
The substitutes did play an excel- 
lent game during that period, but BSU 
went on an ice-cold shooting spree in 
which it managed only a pair of free 
throws in an 8:33 span. Even more 
humorous was the Cardinals' second 
half 18 percent shooting stint from the 
field. BSU went a ridiculous 17-of-61 
from the floor for the day. 
"We didn't hit the outside shot," 
Brown, stating the obvious, said. 
"Bowling Green's zone was excellent. 
We couldn't open it up from the out- 
side, and we couldn't get it inside." 
WITH THE outcome secured and 
2:28 left in the game, the fun began for 
BG. A bench-clearing free-for-all in 
the way of sending in reserves who 
normally don't see much action - a 
reflection of the now 6-6 Mid-Ameri- 
can Conference season thus far -re- 
sulted in the final four points coming 
off slam dunks by forward Mike Ma- 
leske and guard Frank Booker. 
The victory moves BG into a three- 
way tie for fourth place in the MAC 
behind Miami, Ohio and Toledo. The 
Cardinals remain tied for last with 
Western Michigan with a 2-10 league 
record. 
BG's Chris Blrnbrich (standing) tries to give aid to his exhausted teammate Ed Zehner after the 80O relay freestyle  Friday at 
Cooper Pool. BG placed second in the relay against Eastern Michigan. 
bg news staff/Sue Cross 
Men tankers defeated; women beat OU 
by Irlsho Dietrich 
sports reporter  
Bowling Green's men's and wom- 
en's swim teams separated last week- 
end to compete in their last dual 
meets of the season. The men were at 
home Friday against Eastern Michi- 
gan, while the women traveled to 
Athens Saturday to compete against 
Ohio University. 
likewise, the final results were 
split as the men were defeated by 
EMU, while the women swimmers 
held on to beat the Bobcats. 
The meets themselves were also 
different in that EMU swept past BG 
by scoring 84 points, allowing the 
Falcons to score only 29. 
But, the women's meet went back 
and forth in scoring, with OU seeming 
to take an event and BG rebounding to 
take the next. Therefore, the women 
tankers narrowly defeated the Bob- 
cats, 70-63. 
AT THE men's meet held at Cooper 
Pool, the Falcons were pounded by 
the Hurons who took first in all but 
one event. That one event was cap- 
tured by Pete Szekelv in the 200 yard 
breastroke. The only second place 
finish taken by BG was in the 50 
freestyle by Mike Ross. 
Why, you may ask? Well, the Hu- 
rons have won the Mid-American 
Conference championships for the 
last five years. In the final results of 
last year's championships, the Hu- 
rons doubled the score of the second 
place finishers. In addition to these 
results, each year EMU usually takes 
some of its swimmers to the NCAA's. 
However, BG's men tankers still 
have high hopes of placing in the top 
three in this year's MAC 
championships to be held the first 
weekend of March at Kent State. Last 
year, BG tied for fifth with KSU. But 
this year the team has more depth, 
instead of just certain strong individu- 
als. 
At Athens on Saturday, the BG 
women took seven first place finishes 
while the Bobcats captured nine first 
place finishes. The Falcons however, 
took more second and third places 
which ultimately led to the OU defeat. 
OF BG'S seven first place finishes, 
three were captured by seniors. The 
first was in the 200 yard freestyle in 
which captain Amy Kindy finished 
strong. Captain Donna Homberger 
followed in the 100 backstroke, while 
Cathy Schmitz became the third se- 
nior to capture first in the 200 breas- 
troke. 
Two of the seven first place finishes 
came from diver Shannon Walsh in 
the one-meter and three-meter div- 
ing. The remaining first place finishes 
were credited to sophomores Annette 
Agee and Jeanne Martinek in the 100 
breastroke and 100 butterfly, respec- 
tively. 
In the upcoming weeks leading to 
the MAC championships, total con- 
centration will be put on making a 
good showing at KSU and EMU where 
the women's championships will be 
held. 
Both squads will participate in a 
"taper," In which an overall reduc- 
tion in their training load will be 
stressed to maximize their individual 
performances in the MAC 
championships. Likewise, an increase 
in carbohydrate intake will be em- 
phasized while a low fat intake will 
also required. 
In reducing their total yardage 
each day, the swimmers will be asked 
to concentrate on quality sets and 
speed, rather than just swimming 
laps. The team will work on all of the 
techniques, from starts, to turns to 
hard finishes. 
Irish does the job 
in overall play 
by Ted Passanle 
sports reporter 
MUNCIE. Ind. - Bowling Green 
forward Colin Irish has had many 
great games in his Falcon career, 
and the Ball State contest last 
Saturday was just another to add to 
the list. 
Irish's 21 points and 17 rebounds 
were impressive statistics, but 
even more impressive considering 
he logged only 26 minutes in the 74- 
45 victory over the Cardinals. 
HE SAT out almost 10 minutes of 
the second half after picking up 
three quick fouls in the second half 
on questionable calls. 
"At times they (the referee's) let 
us play more physical ball, and at 
times they call it closer, and that's 
when I got into foul trouble," Irish 
said. "The physical game is to my 
advantage though because I like to 
mix it up inside." 
His 21 points gives him a career 
total of 1.462, good for eighth place 
on the all-time Falcon scoring list. 
For the season, he is scoring at a 
14.8 clip, good for eighth place in 
the Mid-American Conference 
scoring race. 
That's not bad considering he's 
on a team that has four players 
averaging over 12 points per game. 
Also, Irish has been plagued by 
nagging injuries all season, caus- 
ing him to play very little against 
Ohio University earlier this season. 
HIS KNEE is iced after every 
practice and sometimes even be- 
toie. depending on the amount of 
swelling. The knee has been oper- 
ated on twice, causing him to be 
redshirted for the 1981-82 season. 
Irish's 17 rebounds was his sea- 
son high, increasing his average to 
9.8 per game, ranking him second 
in the MAC. Also to magnify his 
importance on the boards, Irish 
has led the Falcons in rebounding 
in 15 of their 21 games, grabbing 
double-digit boards in 13 of the 
contests. 
Rebounding has always always 
been Irish's strong point as he has 
grabbed 817 rebounds in his Falcon 
career, good for fifth place on the 
all-time list. 
"We know we have to control the 
tempo of the game - and to do that 
we have to rebound well," Irish 
said. "I just have to get the position 
inside to get the boards." 
BG coach John Weinert had 
some praise to dish out on Irish. 
"The thing about Colin is that he 
gets the hard rebounds - the ones 
that most wouldn't get. 
The season has been a 
Colin Irish 
for the Falcons, as they breezed 
through the non-conference sched- 
ule with a 7-2 ledger, only to find 
themselves at 6-6 in the MAC with 
six conference games remaining. 
Despite that, Irish maintains that 
BG has a good chance to capture 
the MAC tourney and the NCAA 
tournament berth that goes with it. 
"We just have to play as a team 
in the remaining games, so we can 
show the other teams in the confer- 
ence that we can play up to our 
potential," Irish said. 
"We had a team meeting after 
the Kent game," Irish said, "and 
our problems seem to be straight- 
ened out." 
And if things are straightened 
out as well as Irish is playing, BG 
will be able to make life miserable 
for all of its opponents. 
Second half showing 
keys BG women to win 
ftMextPossonte 
sports reporter 
If Bowling Green's women's bas- 
ketball team ever played two halves 
of basketball like the second half 
against Ball State, BG head coach 
Kathy Bole would have no worries. 
The Falcons overcame a dreadful 
first half and a 12-point halftime defi- 
cit to beat the Cardinals Saturday, 65- 
59. 
BG shot 26 percent from the floor 
and made just two of six free throws 
to dig itself a hole in the first 20 
minutes. The Falcons grabbed 25 re- 
bounds to BSU's 21, but managed to 
neutralize the advantage by comitting 
11 turnovers. 
BG HELD a three point lead at 7-4 
with six minutes gone, but BSU's 
Emma Jones led a parade to the 
charity stripe, with the Cardinals 
converting 10-of-ll free throws on 
their way to a 34-22 lead at the inter- 
mission. 
Out came the Falcons in the second 
half, and with them came the full- 
court press. The press and the man- 
to-man defense stymied the Cardi- 
nals, allowing BSU only nine points in 
the first nine minutes of the second 
half. 
The Falcons slowly crept back into 
the game in the second half, pecking 
away at the Cardinals' lead until Cary 
McGehee's jumper at the 12:54 mark 
gave BG its first lead since early in 
the first half. 
McGehee added another jumper to 
conclude the 10-2 surge and give BG a 
little breathing room at 46-43. But the 
Cardinals did not give up. BSU came 
back to lead 52-49 with 7:56 remaining 
as Lisa Hicks and Donna farrtfrfng 
each tossed in a pair of buckets. 
However, that was the end of the 
line for BSU, as the Cardinals could 
manage only three points in the next 
6:30, as the Falcons balanced attack 
gave them a 61-55 lead with 58 seconds 
remaining. Sherry Eubanks wrapped 
up the Falcon scoring with four free 
throws in the final minute. 
THE WIN was the second in a row 
for the Falcons as they improved 
their Mid-American Conference re- 
cord to 6-6.10-10 overall. BSU falls to 
1-11 in the MAC and 3-16 overall. 
"THe change in defense was the 
key for us as we exploited then- inex- 
Srience against the press and caused 
turnovers in the second half," Bole 
said. 
Bole also cited the performances of 
Eubanks, McGehee, Shoup, and Char- 
lene Parrish as keys to the win. "They 
all came through for us when we 
really needed it. 
Eubanks led BG with 22 points, 
including 17 in the second half, while 
McGehee chipped in with 11 markers. 
Joelyn Shoup grabbed 16 boards to 
lead the Falcons to a 50-43 advantage 
on the boards. 
FALCON NOTES:Eubanks was 
named MAC Player of the Week after 
scoring 45 points and grabbing 17 
rebounds in games with Kent State 
and BSU. . . Shoup hasemerged as 
one of the MAC'S leading rebounders, 
averaging 8.8 a game since coining 
back from an early season injury. . . 
McGehee is 70 points away from the 
1,000 point mark with six games re- 
maining. 
Bender stars as gymnasts win 
by Karl Smith 
sports reporter 
Bowling Green's women's gymnas- 
tics squad came close to breaking its 
team scoring record as it captured 
first place in three-of-four events en 
route to a 175.3 to 172.1 victory over a 
tough West Virginia squad Saturday 
at Eppler Gym 
The meet was highlighted by senior 
Julie Bender who broke the school 
vault record and the al^around mark. 
THE FALCONS started out quickly 
and so did Bender as the defending 
Mid-American Conference vault 
champion eclipsed Cheryl Vasil's 1977 
mark of 9.25 with a 9.3 score to cap- 
ture first place. Teammate Shelley 
Staley nailed down second with a fine 
9.0 mark. Bender knew that this was 
an omen of good things to corns. 
"At the beginning I didn't feel too 
good," Bender said. "I didn't have a 
good warm-op but after my first vault 
I knew I was in for a good day." 
Junior Leslie Schlpper posted a 
personal best in the uneven parallel 
bar competition with a 9.05 score that 
gave her first place. Bender then 
stepped back into the spotlight by 
capturing first in the balance beam 
with a personal best of 9.25, just five 
one-hundreths short of the school re- 
cord. 
Two freshmen. Ellen DiCola and 
Tiffany Kosmerl, tied for second 
place honors with 8.85 scores. DiCola 
would also take third in the all-around 
with a personal best of 35.0. 
THE FLOOR EXERCISE was the 
only event that BG didn't take top 
honors in, as a Mountaineer gymnast 
turned in a 9.25 score. Bender was the 
Falcon's top finisher, winding up sec- 
ond with a 9.0 mark with Staley close 
behind in third with a score of 8.96. 
Bender's biggest achievement 
came in the all-around competition in 
which the talented senior finally sur- 
passed the elusive 38 total with s tally 
of 36.3. It is the third time that she has 
broken or tied this mark since the 
year began. 
"Ever since I had (back) surgery, 
it's all I've wanted to do" said 
Bender, "and after two years I finally 
got it But you can never be satisfied, 
I'd like to do it again, especially in the 
MAC championships." 
BG coach Charles Simpson was 
equally excited about not only Bend- 
ers performance, but the team's 
showing as a whole. The Falcons have 
been hit hard by injuries and it 
seemed that the squad's chances to 
repeat as MAC champions for the 
third time were in jeopardy. Only now 
are some very key people beginning 
to near then- full strength. 
"We're starting to get some recov- 
eries and we're approaching mid-sea- 
son form at a good time, with the MAC 
championships not too far away." 
Simpson said. 
ON HIS star performer's record- 
breaking day, Simpson said, "Julie 
(Bender's) performance should put 
her at or at least near the top of the 
MAC." 
A three-week home stand comes to 
an end Saturday when Youngstown 
State invades Eppler Gym atl pjn. 
The meet poses no serious threat to 
the Falcons according to Simpson, as 
their program is in its early stages. 
"Youngstown has what you could 
call a fledgling program/ Simpson 
said. "They're just getting off the 
ground and they're not too strong. 
This will give us a chance to see some 
other people." 
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BG's Shrlley Staley captures the attention of the crowd during her floor exercise against West Virgins on 
Saturday In Eppler Gym 
MM 
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American skier captures first gold 
SARAJEVO, Yugoslavia (AP) - 
The Americans, dealt a cold hand 
early, finally showed their mettle at 
the Winter Olympics, with Debbie 
Armstrong winning the gold in the 
women's giant slalom yesterday and 
teammate Christin Cooper taking the 
silver. 
Armstrong earned the United 
States its first gold medal of the 
Games with her heroics on the slopes 
of Mount Jahorina. She and Cooper 
boosted the U.S. medal count to three, 
following the silver medal won in 
pairs figure skating by Kitty and 
Peter Carruthers of Wilmington, Del., 
Sunday night. 
Add to that a commanding perfor- 
mance by Scott Hamilton in the com- 
PLACEMENT SCHEDULE 
Fab   14. 19B4 
Sign-Up M IMwUi PlmmM 
I TMcd Floor of the Student 
I Bunding 
The tcec-wing employers w* be on 
campus the week ol February 27, 
1964 lo nlerwew interested candi 
dates Sign-Up on Wednesday. Feb- 
ruary 15. for the foeowxig schedules 
Signup wJ Oe held Irom 7 30 AM 
lo 8:00 AM n the Forum ol the 
Student Sendees BuHdlng lor I'm 
ployer Schedules (Business. Govern- 
ment. Agencies, and Graduate 
Schools) Education Sign-Up wet be 
held on Thursday. February 16. Irom 
6:00 PM to 6 30 PM si the Forum 
ol Ihe Student Services BkJg 
A CREDENTIAL FOAM MUST BE 
TURNED IN FOR EACH INTERVIEW 
OR OVERFLOW YOU SCHEDULE. 
SKIN-UP PROCEDURE: Al the Brno 
of signup, you must present Student 
ID along with a copy ol your Creden- 
tial Form lor each Interview or over- 
How you schedule Qualified 
candidates are those who meet the 
acadenvc degrees, majors and grad- 
uation dates requested by the em- 
ployers hated below Thoee who do 
not meet these requirements wi not 
be Interviewed Only permanent resi- 
dents (US cateena) are considered 
unless otherwise indicated The num- 
ber In ( J indicates the number ol 
schedules requested by the em- 
ployer 
Businesses and Organizations 
LEVER BROTHERS COMPANY. Per- 
sonal Products Division. Cleveland, 
OH 2-27-84 SALES REP: B/Mktg . 
Mgmt. May Grade (2) 11 slots each 
MANAQEMENT SCIENCE AMER- 
ICA. INC. Atlanta GA 2 28-84 
CAREERS IN OATA PROCESSING: 
STATE Of THE ART DATA/BASE- 
COMMUNICATIONS: B Mis. BiBus 
Admin wittiat least 3 Comp related 
courses B/Comp Sd or MIS 
w/heavy technical orientation May 
Grads |2) I? slots each 
MARATHON OIL COMPANY. Find 
ary. OH 2-28-84 CAREERS M 
COMPUTERS: BVComp Set.. May. 
Aug Grads (1) S slols 2-29-84 
CAREERS IN ACCOUNTING. AUDIT- 
ING: B/Acct. May Aug Grads ID 
12 slots CAREERS IN MARKETING: 
B/Mktg , May Grads only (1|8slols 
34)1-84 CAREERS IN COMPUT- 
ERS: B/M IS . May Aug Grads (1) 
6 slots 
Changes in the Slgrrtjp Procedure: 
1. A SINGLE line will be tamed 
prior lo Ihe door being opened. 
f. Pleosiwom' Staff ami peer the 
location ol the Individual schedules 
prior to opening the door. THE 
DOOR WILL BE OPENED AT 740 
AM. 
3. Stirdents will be admitted Into 
the sign-up area In groups of 7 to 10 
people al a time lo form lines at the 
table*. 
4. Sign-Up wNI begin at 7:10 and 
Student ID win be the only ac- 
cepted kJentrtlcstlon IF YOU HAVE 
NO STUDENT 10, YOU WILL NOT BE 
ALLOWED TO SIGN-UP. 
A C. PENNEY COMPANY. Colum- 
bus. OH 2-28-84 RET. MERCH. 
MOMT. TRNEE: B.'Rat . Fash 
March . Mktg . May Grads (1) 13 
slots 
STANOARD OH CO. (INDIANA). Chi 
cago. a. 2-28-84 BUYER TRNEE: 
B/Proc . Mans . May Grade (1) 12 
•tots. 
AMERITRUST COMPANY NA- 
TIONAL ASSOC Toledo OH 2-29- 
84 CRED. ANLY: BA/Bus Admin . 
BA or BS Eoon . B/Fm . Accl . Bus 
Prelaw, Dec . May Aug. Grads (1) 
10 slots 
BURKE MARKETING SERVICES 
Cmonnati. OH 2-29-84 TO BE AN- 
NOUNCED. 
DIETRICH INOUSTrWS. INC.. Pitts- 
burgh,    PA      2-29-84     SALES: 
MFRNG:    MKTG:    B/Mktg .    Mgmt 
Mir . Tech., Engr Tech., Dec.. May 
Grads    (2)   18  slots  ea   An   kilo 
Session wd be held st Placement 
Office  Fab 28. 7 30-8 30 PM 
HsUS DEPT. STORES Carrion, MA 
2-29-84. 341 -84 RET. MGMT. TR- 
NEES:   B/al   majors   w'mi    In   Ret. 
Mgmt. Dae . May. Aug   Grads   (1) 
ee date. 12 slots ea 
METROPOLITAN INSURANCE COM- 
PANY.    SoutJaWd.    Ml     2 29 84 
CORP.    SALES   ONLY GROUP 
INS: B/Sales with strong Math 
backgrnd. FH . Acct„ May Grads (1) 
12 Met 
MOTOROLA. INC.. Fl Leuderdale. 
FL 2-29-84. 3-01-84 MATLS. IN- 
VENTORY CONTROL: B/Malls 
Mgmt. May Grads (1) ea date: 13 
slots ea dale Students are re- 
quested to bring unofficial copy ol 
transcript lo the interview 
ASHLAND OIL, INC.. Ashland KY 
3-01 84 INTERNAL AUDITING 
BVAcct. May Grade (1| 11 slots 
HARRIS CORPORATION. Mel- 
bourne. FL 3-01-84. 3-02-84 TO 
BE ANNOUNCED. 
NCR CORPORATION. Dayton. OH 
34)1-84 SUMMER INTERNS FOR 
8YST. ANLY: Comp. So or MIS 
majors. GPA 3 0 overall Going into 
Sr yeer wfebout Ultra C.S. and al 
least 1 COBOL course (1) 13 slots 
BAMBERGERS. Newark. NJ 3 02 
84 MCHOSE. MGMT.: B'Ret . Sales. 
Fash Match . Econ . Eng , Halt. 
May, Aug. Grade (3) 11 slots each 
OPEN. MOMT: B/Oper Mgmt . Real 
Admin . Cnm Just . CONTROL 
MOatT: B/Acct. FVi.. May. Aug 
Grads (1) 11 slots each 
CENTRAL MUTUAL INSURANCE 
CO.. Van Wart. OH 3-02-84 ADMIN. 
TRNEE leading to UNDERWBIT 
rNG. LOSS CONTROL CONSUL- 
TANT. CLAIMS ADJ, FIELD REP: 
BVIna . ma Tech . Gen Bus.. Far. 
May Grads (11 13 slots 
pulsory figures of the men's figure 
skating. 
Toss in a dash to fourth place by 
Tamara McKinney in the giant sla- 
lom, two Americans in the top 10 after 
the first double luge trial and a third- 
6lace spot in ice dancing for Judy 
lumburg and Michael Siebert with 
free dancing remaining. 
WDOMCHM MEOtA POLL WMPLCOACMES POLL 
Education 
LORAM  CITY   SCHOOLS.   Loraln. 
OH 2-28-84 Compre Math 7-12: 
Compre So 7-12: Voc. AutoMech: 
Compre See Stud 7-12; Reeding K 
12: M Are); Eng ; Hear Impair. 
LE.M.: rnatr and or Voc Muse. Via 
Impair. Guidance Cne* K-12; Phys 
Ed K-12. OWE . Earn Ed K 8 or 
Elem ED 1-8, a max ol 5 slots. LD at 
Elem or Sac. save, EMR at Elem or 
Sac. level. May, Aug Grade (11 S 
slots tor Elem Ed: 10 slots others 
above 
SARBERTON CITY SCHOOLS, Bar 
barton, OH. 3-01-84 Al majors. M 
levels. Dec . May. Aug Grads (4| 10 
slots each schedule 
CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS 
CAOOYSHACK 
FEB. IS Sit 
Math Science 210 
t:J0 end 12:00 each night 
«1.50 Admission 
ALL    PROCEEDS    BENEFIT    THE 
AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY 
CASH FOR CANS    Aluminum cans 
wt) be  cosseted   at   2C-/»    trom 
10 30am -330pm  today In the 
Forum. Student Services  Sponsored 
by the Environmental kiteteal Group 
"European   Extravaganza''   29  day 
AYH BQSU Cyctng tour (Juty 21 to 
Aug. 17) w* be discussed S sides 
shown by R Beard. Wad Fat) 16 - 
Room 111 Bus Admm BMg 
Futures  al  the   Famey  Panel  Die- 
cuaelon • February 14 from 2:30 - 
4:00 p.m. - 0*h Theater   Al wet- 
coma  
IT WORKS' 
Come and see how Women In 
Communications, Inc. can work 
tor you! 
Meeting: Wad.. Fab. IS 
Time: 7:*0 p-m. 
atom  Mar. isatlli Luairae 
lfat**1)*i& 
It's Valentine's Day 
at the Brathaus. ~ 
Ladies Night Tonight 
W       ^       Come down for ^     M 
^r    some great specials.      T 
Lahn Student Union Organizational 
Meeting   Tuee,   2/14,   7.00 pm. 
Amani Room Al Welcome  
SELLING AND SALES MANAGE- 
MENT CLUB meeting: 
Fab. 15 at 7:00 pm. Union-Towno 
Room Features Armour Dal: Sales 
Managers Joe Alge and M*r- Keller 
ww give presentation (Chicago trip 
cvjrtirjparits must attend or contact 
Carrie Croupe 372-5894.)  
Women In Business 
Meeting Tonight 
at 7:30 112 BA 
>Mnw Sunfora IfOfH To*WM 
Trust "A womeni Place m tuel- 
nsss." 
THE WC PANHEL LEADERSHIP 
CONFERENCE WILL BE HELD ON 
FEBRUARY 17 and 18 IN THE UNI- 
VERSITY UNION. REGISTRATION 
FORMS AVAILABLE IN GREEK LIFE 
OFFICE. 42S STUDENT SERVICES 
BLPa  
WOMEN IN BUSINESS 
Meeting Tonight 
al 7:30 112 BA 
Janet Stanford from Toledo 
Trust "A Woman's Place In Busi- 
ness^  
There wB be a meeting ol the Peace 
Coaetton tonight « 7 30 in 200 
Mosery. Anyone who is interested in 
kssrrxng about peace issues and or 
working tor them on campus la invited 
to attend 
LOST AND FOUND 
LOST Pat ol rust colored leather 
gloves II found plsail cal 599- 
2808 or contact me. my OCMB is 
/B4B1.  
GOLD BRACELET LOST 
PLEASE CALL 
ANITA AT 352-1284 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Expert Typing 
Reasonable Rales 
Cal 352-7305 alter 5 30pm 
Ruthies Sewing & AXerehona 
letters  S  inverses  on   jackals   1 
■weMara.   Al  garmante  muat  be 
dean 352-7268 
COMPULSORY CLASSROOM 
PRAYER? Video cases replacing 
books' Nudity In the Club poof 
Faculty, students, area educators 
discuss. EDUCATION IN THE 21ST 
CENTURY Wad.. Fab 15. 7:30 
p.m . Honors Canter, downstairs In 
Kreiecher t^emmona.  
Congratulations to Kappa Siga Rick 
and Tom on your IFC positions 
123 
FLORIDA FLING WEEK! 
FEB. IS ■ UPTOWN NtTE 
SI DONATION AT THE DOOR 
FEB. 18-LIVE BAND-BEERSLAST 
HE. COMMONS 11 COVER 
ALL PROCEEDS 00 TO THE 
 HEART FUND  
FLORIDA FUNG 1SS4I 
SEE IF YOU ARE THE ONE TO WIN 
A WEEKEND TRS> TO MIAMI 
BEACH FLORIOAI BEER BLAST N.E. 
COMMONS FEB. 1STR ALL PRO- 
CEEDS  00  TO  WOOD COUNTY 
HEART FUND.  
Get your Valentine something special 
Irom Jeans N Things lor Guys N Gats. 
531 Ridge SI Open torvte M BOO 
p.m. 
Grande Burrtto - S3 95 the entire 
month of February SUNOANCE 
RESTAURANT   110 N   Meal  352- 
1092  
HAPPY BIRTHDAY JOHN C 
YOUR FAMOUS NOW' NJ. 
Have a case ol the enjoys 
HAPPY HOUR everyday 4-9pm 
 DCAVnfTOWN MBar  
HAVE A HEART! 
BE AT UPTOWN WED. FEB. 1STH 
S1 DONATION AT THE DOOR 
ALL  PROCEEDS 00 THO WOOD 
COUNTY    HEART   FUND.    SPON- 
SORED BY ALPHA SIGMA PHI • 
ALPHA PHI 
VOfJ CRUJ BUY 
VBUfi 
FLDPfV BlSflfTTS 
AT THE IITTLE SIHOP 
TflJ THf UDIOfU 
DuHh 
TYPING    LOW RATES 
Reeumee proleasionalry typed 
 382-8787      
PERSONALS 
THANKS FOR BEING THERE WHEN 
I NEEDED YOU ITS NOT OFTEN 
THAT PEOPLE HAVE FRIENDS UKE 
YOU WHO REALLY CARE. HAVE A 
FANTASTIC VALENTINES DAYI 
MARY 
PS   LETS  MAKE  THIS  SUMMER 
LIKE OUR FWST  
LAURA 
I DON'T FORGET ABOUT YOUi 
HAPPY VALENTINES DAY 
Al Oak) Cord Baggies 20% - 60% 
off. Al Gats Cord St Legs 50% oh 
Jeans N Things. 531 Ridge St Open 
tonne U 8:00.  
ALL UAO MEMBERS 
MEETING 
Wed. Feb. 15 
Grand SaBroom 7 OOp m 
ALPHA DELTA PI 
"FAME" 
RUSH PARTY 
 fcaOTONrttHT  
ALPHA SIGMA PM > ALPHA PHI 
PRESENT THEIR ANNUAL FLORIDA 
FUND FEB. 1BTHII AT THE DOOR. 
N.E. COMMONS. LIVE BAND. ALL 
PROCEEDS 00 TO WOOD COUNTY 
HEART FUNO.  
AXO'S 
Thanks for always bang there1 
Congrats to the new Actives1 
HO - Hang In there with e smee' 
Love. Keey a Stephanie 
BGSU SKATING CLUB 
TONettHT I ■ 10 PM. 
Big Carrie and Big LUda. 
Thanks for making inspiration week 
and activation so spec*' Wa think 
you are the beat' 
Love, U Ranee and UT Mary 
Can you make a difference? Robert 
Anderson, research sclenllst of 
Onto State Unlver.lt,. will apeak 
about the posslbllllles ol being 
more independent with regard to 
load A energy needs. Tuee., Fab. 
Ian, 7:00 pm. Alumni Room. Unrv 
Union. 
Chi Omega's 
on the) V-Day remember 
you're loved Kathy (MOM) 
Chna. 
Happy "22nd." and Happy  valen- 
tines Day' I Love You 
team 
1)RPI 
2)Mtnn 
3)60 
4|N.Dak 
S)BU 
6)MSU 
7) Minn. 
8)OSU 
9)BC 
10)Wisc. 
overs* 
(2S-3) 
(22-9-2) 
(27-3-2) 
(25-8-2) 
(22-5) 
(25-9) 
(23-9-2) 
(23-8-1) 
(20-7) 
(19-13-1) 
votes 
(7) 
(3) 
Pis. 
95 
90 
79 
ee 
58 
49 
42 
29 
20 
11 
team 
1)M.Dul 
2) BO 
3)RPI 
3) N Dak 
5)BU 
6)OSU 
7) Minn 
8)MSU 
9) BC 
10) Wise 
overall 
(21-8-2) 
(28-2-2) 
(23-3) 
(23-8-2) 
(19-5) 
(22-8) 
(22-8-2) 
(23-9) 
(20-5) 
(17-13-1) 
votes 
(4) 
(5) 
(1) 
Pts 
93 
88 
78 
47 
44 
42 
37 
36 
35 
16 
Team 
Miami 
OU 
UT 
BG 
N:IU. 
E. Mich. 
Kent 
C. Mich. 
Ball St. 
W. Mich. 
MAC standings 
League 
11-1 
W 
8-4 
6-6 
6-6 
5-7 
5-7 
MO 
MO 
Overall 
17-4 
1M 
14-7 
Ml 
M2 
10-10 
Ki-il 
5-16 
4-16 
Heart   shaped  earrings   and   neck- 
koee   Vetormne gift wrapped   The 
Powder Purl. 525 Fadge 
Wl 
"I LOVE YOU." 
HOLLY. CARLA. MISSY 4 PATTY 
Thanks tor bang such good mends' 
You're Ihe beet! Happy Valentines 
Day' 
Loveya. Sheoy 
"Hope: Value tor Heating ol Die- 
coursgsmsnl t Meentnglesenest 
ol LHe" presertled by Dr. Richard 
Kshoe. Especially lor hMlth servlc. 
profaeetonalt, clergy, school 1 
other counselors AMtoek Room, 
SL Thomas Mora, Wed. Feb. 15lh, 
18:10 AM.  
JAM 
GLAD  TO SEE YOUR  CHEERFL1 
SMILE AGAIN   KEEP ON SMILING. 
AND   KEEP   ON   REMEMBERING 
MSBI 
LUV VQUft ROOMIE 
JenrvJer Swope - Happy V-Day lo the 
beat  eater  anyone could  ask tor. 
Keep up the good work and good 
kick m AGO otocoona Love. Susie 
JOSEPH- 
CONGRATS ON YOUR LXA ACTIVA- 
TION. THANKS FOR EVERYTHING 
THESE PAST COUPLE OF WEEKS. 
HAPPY VALENTINES DAYI 
 LOVEY A — SPOON 
Unda Otenick, Congratulations on 
weirarig your pledge educator elec- 
tion Good kick 
Your Buddy 
Use. Ta Ouiero - Let's get married 
?Cuando7 'Promo' Love. Klddo 
MELISSA. 
CONGRATS ON FINALLY GOING 
ACTIVE. YOU MAKE A GREAT ADDI- 
TION TO THE FAMILY.  OZ LOVE. 
MICHELLE  
My Little Diane Finical. 
Congratulations on becoming an ac- 
tive slater of Defta Zeta' I'm so proud 
ofyouf 
DZ Love and Mine 
ay"**/  
Nitfer. Teppi. Pho-CN and Jay 
n • sweet to be apprecieted by a 
great number but special to be under- 
stood by only a tew. 
 Thertka with Love, Kety 
ONLY 4 MORE DAYS TO FLORIDA 
FUNGI SEE F YOU'RE THE LUCKY 
ONE TO WIN A TRIP TO MIAMI 
BEACH FLORIDA. FEB. 1STH -N.E. 
COMMONS. 11 DONATION AT THE 
DOOR — DON'T MM ITI ALL 
PROCEEDS 00 TO WOOO COUNTY 
Ht^UITFUNDI  
Path/, Bev. Cathie, and Kathy. 
So I am a marahmelow,  but I am 
happyl   Your  neicyvborhood  Marah- 
Aacouet Bell Club meeting Feb. 21 
kl South Ha*, rm. 111 at B:00. Win 
talk about (awe, dimes and Ohio 
State coming up on the 25. You 
mot! attend end pey dues to play 
agemat Onto eaate.  
RUSH RUSH RUSH 
Lambda Chi Alpha 
toe Cream * PM Party 
 Torme7 30 
SELLING AND SALES MANAGE- 
MENT CLUB MEETING: 
Fab 15 M 7:00 p.m Union-Towne 
Room FeeturesL Armour Dial; Sales 
Managers Joe Alge and Make Keaar 
wB orva pulsiaaBuii (ChKago trio 
perbcioanta muat attend or contact 
Carrie Crouae 372-5804).  
Sonny. Cher Swan. X. Saynbate. 
Lanar. Karen. Twmk. Beth Happy 
Valentinee Day from your favorite 
rc«rraaM140MerrvS» Love, Swope 
Star Ware? The PeeceatHe Kingdom' 
What sre the 21st Century Scenarios 
of War and Peace? Panel Csecuealon. 
2/18, 4:30 pm . Prout Lounge 
STUDENT PERSONNEL MEETING 
7 30 - S 00 WEDNESDAY. FEB. IS 
IN 212 McFALL THE SPEAKER 
WILL BE MEEOAN SCAFF FROM 
THE PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT 
Of OHIO CITIZENS BANK. PLEASE 
BRING A QUESTION FOR HER TO 
ANSWER  
There e) aaf room lor a lew more 
students kl HOEC A395-(2 cr I the 
NEW YORK FASHION TOUR , May 
14-1B. See Mrs OamnorDr Bating 
In HOEC Btog.,  
TO ALL THE TINA'S AND JACKIE. 
TOW Someone Is thinking about you 
on Vasal HI iss Day-ME' Have a ler- 
mtc dayl Lose PaOna  
TO BARB B - WHEN'8 THE NEXT 
SHOW? NEXT TIME USE SNAPS 
INSTEAD OF BUTTONS SrN 
CERELY.   YOUR  ST.   LOUTS  FAN 
CLUB ■ 
T.T. HAPPY VALENT»aES DAY 
BABY' WILL YOU BE MY ONE AND 
ONLY? LUV YOU, MSX 
laPTIJWNI-UPTOWNI—UPTOWNI 
WED.. FEB. 1JTH. 11 DONATION AT 
THf DOOR. ALL PROCEEDS 00 TO 
WOOP COUNTY HEARTFUND. 
SPONSORED BV ALPHA PM AND 
ALPHA SIGMA PM.  
Vatanana's Day 
at the Bratheue 
Ladiee We Tonne 
Corns down lor some 
•II 
WALLY. 
I WANNA PARTY WITH YOUi HAPPY 
VALENTINES DAYi 
LOVE. SHELLY 
iVnef Impact ws current economic 
pcedes have on the future of mlnori- 
Bes S women? Explore the poesM- 
Baa Thursday. Feb IS. 2:00 pm in 
the Town Room of the Union A 
preeentation and Dialogue with pan- 
easts Rolando Andrade. Edmund 
Daruiger.   Marayn   Friedman.   Errol 
Lam, and Win Stone.  
Where's Ihe Beef''   . 
Where's the BERRIES? 
Where's the Bruce? 
Al Ihe BERRIES 
GRAND OPENING 
 Tuee-. Fab. 21  
You've heard about the Campbel's 
Products Boycott??' Al are welcome 
to learn more about local farmworkers 
struggle for fair waged and dignity 
President of FLOC Baldemar Vilaa- 
c*4-z. wa grve e presentation on 
'Farm Labor Organizing kl the MMJ- 
weel The future of FLOC Wednes- 
day, February 15, 8 00 PM. 200 
Mosery Ha* Sponsored by values S 
EtMca Wfaek/BGSU Social Justice 
Committee 
SScon Vaeey Jobguide $4 95 
Sunbelt Indexing. 2615 South 
Mteoion, Tuceon. AZ 85713 
SScon Vaeey Jobguide $4 95 
Sunboa Indexing. 2615 South 
Mission. Tucson  AZ 86713 
SScon Vaeey Jobguide S4 95 
Sunbelt Indexing 2615 South 
Lesson Tucaon. AZ 85713 
ATTENTION BGSU SUNBATHERS' 
Surfa up but our prloea aren't' From 
kjat S10800 -  spend 7  fun-filed 
daya In sunny Florida   Call lor your 
aeM or organize a small group S travel 
FREE! Greet lor dubs, too' Cat LUV 
TOURS (800)  368-2006.  ask  lor 
Annette.  
Spend a break week sailing, swim- 
ming and inorkeilng in the Baha- 
mas. Take en Inexpensive Barefoot 
Cruise wflh Cspt. Eddy Charter 
Service. Contact Linda Acerre. 1 MO 
Betbgale, Madison, Ohio 44057 
21S-42S-3472.  
Abortion, Pregency Testa, 
Lamaze Classes 
Center for Choice 
Downtown Toledo 1419) 255-7789 
UhaVERSlTY THEATRE 
PRESENTS 
TARTUFFE" 
Feb   16-18 S Feb 22-25 
Main Aud . 8 p.m. 
Feb. 25 Matinee. 3 p.m 
Students S2. Adults S4 
327-2719 lor Reservstxjns 
PLANNED PARENTHOOD 
W WOOD COUNTY 
920 N Mam St. BG 
ConhOentiel-personal care 
Spadel ratea. BGSU students 
Convenient App'ts 354-3540 
Big Brothers/Big Slaters wB hold a 
volunteer orienliotion on Wed , Feb 
15 at 126 S Church SI al 7 00 P M 
For more Into . cal 354-2113 
Alpha XI Delta's Love Jack's toe 
Cream Sandwich .You wi loo' 
354^001EvenkigDeltvary 
JACK'S BAKERY 
ICE CREAM DELIVERY 
354-1001 EVENINGS 
JACK'S DELIVERY 
The great ice cream deevery 
Evening delivery 354-100 
Party Room For Rent 
4-0 s CU> 
7th and Hkjh 
352-8378 arter 5  362-7324 
Lose Weight w/Hypnoala 
 362-B777  
Red aabn heert-ahaped Valentine pil- 
lows hxajdee any meaaage free on 
pBow Aavo. monkey-sock dolls w red 
heart eyea end red trim   WI ship 
352-7868  
SPRING BREAK in Weehington. DC. 
wan sevnew. Mixing Pothce and 
Reagion.'' March 17-22 Sighuaelng 
and   leerning    with    credit   options 
S130 covera meets, food, travel 
Sign up by Frl . Feb 17 Cal UCF. 
362-7634. 
SPRING BREAK IN DAVTONA 
For the boot deal yous find on cam- 
pua - $189 cal Shan 352-6351 on 
Tuesdays    3:00-5 00    or    Frtdaya 
2:30-4:30.  
ePRHia BREAK M DAVTONA 
Why pay $209 when you can 
pay only $189? Party wrrh 
Campus Marketing No Haaales 
mal • great time' Cal 
Shad 362-6351 on Tuesdaya 
3:00-5:00 or Frtdaya 2 30-4 30 
Pregnant? Need Help? 
Cal Emotional Material 
Pregnancy AM. 
352-0862. 352 0082 
WOMEN'S CLINIC 
Comprehensrve obstetrics 
and Gynecology 
Contraceptive Services 
V 0 Tests and Treatment 
Terminations up to 10 weeks 
Free Pregnancy Tealing 241-2471 
NEED A 
SOUND SYSTEM? 
  cal 372-2343    
WANTED 
8-5'ar needs M. roommate to share 
Apt at Thuratln Manor $1 OO'mBv al 
util kid Free Cable TV Drop a note 
«i OCMB* 5941.  
Need 1 M student for apt near 
campus Ravaaonabk) offer. 
 382-7365 
Rmte needed $300 for the remain- 
der o' the earn . own rm close to 
campus, cal  352-6885 M-W after 
3:00.  
Female Roommate to share one bdrm 
apt one block from campus 
SI3250/mo   ind   util   Cal Susan 
352-6026 after 5 PM  
2 Female Roomatea needed for Apt. 
dose to campue-Fal '84  Cal now. 
352-5542 ANITA  
I F Rmte mmocaalley Rockledge 
Apts .rent nsgot Cal 372 3979 
NOW' 
HELP WANTED 
AMInas Hiring Flight Attendant. 
Professional Guide $5 00 
To   Under 1 Co. Box 33411, De 
cantor. GA 30033  
Home Work opportunity kl Multi-Level 
Marketing Unlimited earranga No 
seSng For detaas mal a sal-ad- 
dressed, stamped envelope to Box 
142. Durand, Ml 48429  
AIRLINES HIRING' STEWARD- 
ESSES. Reaervationlstsl $14- 
39.000 Worldwide' Cal tor Direc- 
tory.   Gude.   Newsletter    1-1916) 
944-4440 X  
CRUISESHIPS HIRING' $16- 
30.000' Carrtbesn. Hawai. World 
Cal lor Guide. Oreclory. Newsletter 
1-1916) 944-4440.  
CAMP COUNSELORS 
Csilstandlng Sam and Trim Down 
Camps Tennis. Dance. Samnaabcs. 
WSI. AOwjIlca, NutrrborVDkHelics 20 
plus Separate gate' and boys* 
camps. 7 weeks CAMP CAMELOT 
on Crjeege Campuses at Mass. 
Perm . No. Carosna. CaW Send re- 
sume: Micneto Friedman. Director. 
947 Hewlett Dr . No Woodmere. 
NY  11581. 516-374-0785 
SUMMER CAMP POSITIONS 
Jewish Community Center 
ol Cleveland 
Camp Wise (Resident)- 
AniofieM DayCamp 
SUPERVISORS. COUNSELORS, 
SPECIAUSTS (Drama. Boating. 
WSI s. Arts and Crafts. Music. Out- 
door Education. Sports. Terns. 
Dance. Registered Nurses. Driver 
Cooks) Contact Hals Park. 3506 
Mayfleld Road. Cleveland. OH. 
44118 Tel (216) 382-4000. EXT 
267 Interviewing Camp Day: March 
7, 1984 
Sal Avon 
For More Information 
Cal Ptryfas. 3525833 
Attractive waitress wanted • MuM 
apply in person - Corn City Bar and 
Ras1sur.nl. Deshler. Onto. Call Do 
rothy al 27B-3871 or 53S-BM3. 
FOR SALE 
72 VW Bug Excel cond $1,700 or 
Pealohet Musi set 1 698-4661. 
For Sale ItsKanvch! 480 stereo cas- 
sette deck One year old. mint conol- 
kOn. metal capable Odgionally coal 
$450, Asking $275 354-2839 
BOOY FOR SALE! 
CanonAE    -    1    and   auto   winder 
$155 00 384-1281  
Pr ol Magnsplanar MQ— I apeekers 
$60000 serious mewrenea only. 
362-9228  
7 5 VW Rabbrt   Beat otter • Cal 352- 
S6S6.  
KITCHEN TABLE AND 4 MATCHING 
CHAIRS. LIVING ROOM CHAIR 
352-2776. 
16 mm Motion Picture Camera Bel 
and Howe! 70 OL  Excetent Condi 
■on Cal Jeff at 352 1285  
KING ACTO SAXC*>HONE 
UKE NEW BEST OFFER 
 362-0696  
Etactrcrac ShufrWyoard Bowing Ma- 
chlne-e drrferent gamea for up to 6 
peryers Good condition. $425 or 
beet offer Cal Dabble 2-4348 
FOR SALE: Old. wonvoul rod 
hockey game. Broken player 
pieces, no puck. Piece of garbage. 
Asking 11.75. Contacl J. Burg al 
I72-2SM.  
ROYCE C B.-40 CHNL ANL 1 PA 
SWITCHES. LEVEL METER. RF. 
SQUELCH. MIKE > WIRING CALL 2- 
1764 . 
YES tickets. March 2nd concert Call 
Chris at 372-0089   
FOR RENT 
FALL S SUMMER RENTALS 
2 BDRMS—V. BLK TO CAMPUS 
352 4871 day or 352 1800 eve 
One bdrm   turn   apt   across  trom 
windmi    uts    kid    $275 mo.   no 
pats, deposit, immed   occup   833- 
3758 
SOME APARTMENTS 1 HOMES 
STILL AVAILABLE. GOOD LOCA- 
TION. CLOSE TO CAMPUS 
JOHN NEWLOVE 
REAL ESTATE. 352-2280 
2 bdrm turn apt central rur. heat for 
. lor female non-smokers Fal 1984- 
9/mo. lease, upper $320 & utl-Lower 
$340 & UN. No children or pets 
Deposit Reo/d 353-0045.  Mon-Fri 
8 30 4 30 lor appl  
SmiOVBoggs Rental-- 
Houses S Apts   tor '84 85 school 
year   352-9457 between  12-4 or 
362-6917 after 6  
1 S 2 bdrm acts & houses 
Close to campus 
Cal 362-7454 before 5pm 
Need  1  M   student lor apt   near 
campus Reasonable offer 
352-7365 
NOW RENTING FOR 1984-85 
SCHOOL YR 2 BDRM FURN APT 
HEAT. SEWAGE. WATER > CABLE 
TV PAD BY OWNER $585 00 PER 
SEMESTER PER PERSON WITH 4 
PEOPLE. CALL 352-7182 BE- 
TWEEN 3-7 PM. ASK FOR RICH 
.»   House.   V.   t*    trom   campus 
SS25/mo 352 8992 I 
2 bdrm. v» house avail  $360 Close 
to campus 362-6992 
STUDENTS 
Apartments S 5 bdrm  house   Avail 
summer & fal sem s   For more into 
cal Titus Realty 352-6566 btwn 1 1 
5pm 
3 one bedroom epartrnenls 
tor rent fsl semester 
Vraage Green Apts 
352-5881 
summer rentals stM available 
Campus Manor now renting lor sum- 
mer S fal next to Campus a Conve- 
nience Stores, doss to town. 352 
9302. 24 hrs or Newlove Mgmt Co 
352-5820 
CARTY RENTALS 
Apts -Rooms-Houses 
Al Near Campus 
9-12 month and 
Summer Leases 
Listing A.asabk- 
352-7365 or 352-5556 
THURSTIN MANOR APARTMENTS 
A» conditioned, fuly carpeted, cable 
vision, efficiencies, laundry lacHBal. 
Now leasing tor summer a fal 
451 Thursttn Ave 352-6436 
2 bdrm spt available 3'1/84 Victo- 
rian   home    No   pets   or   children 
260m». Cal 382-6408  
2 bedroom newly furnished apts 
Now renting lor '84-85 FREE sate 
He TV Cal 352-2663 
NOW RENTING FALL 1984 
1 A 2 SEMESTER LEASES 
fuly turn ehlc w color TV 
cable, al ulil paa) 
QUIET ATMOSPHERE 
354-3182. 12-4 weekdays 
362-1520 ANYTIME 
Houses A apartments 
doss to campus tor '84-85 school 
year. 1-287-3341 
»+>+»*»+»»>+»+»+>+>»i,* V 
sdmil one to ths. . . 
1.9*0* 
LADIES ROCK NIGHT 
VALENTINE'S DAY  PARTY 
^^m 
874-2253 ? 
on 2/14/84 
Front Bar Open at 6:00 p.m. for everyone 
Button's Hours: 7:30 p.m.-9:30 p.m. for Ladies Only 
At 9:30 p.m.the party starts for Everyone! JUST NORTH OF BG ON ROUTE 25 NORTH 
bg n«w*/february 14.1984 11 
12 bg news/tobruory 14.1964 
' 
bg new«rtebruary 14.196413 
14 bg news/lebfuary 14, 1994 
Moving Off-Campus?! 
get complete info at 
OFF-CAMPUS 
HOUSING FAIR 
February 14,1984 
7:30 - 9:30 pm 
Grand Ballroom, 
University Union 
Get the answers from: 
Bowling Green Landlords, Rental Housing 
Assoc., Bowling Green Housing Commis- 
sion, GTE, Municipal Utilities, Student 
Consumer Union, and many, many more! 
This year. 
Some of our graduates 
will be remembered 
under the following 
yearbook heading... 
n*st MI mmt. 
"Don't be a blank spot." Your 
college yearbook Is a lasting 
memory of a great part of your life. 
For your sake, and others, get your 
picture taken. 
THE PORTRAIT PHOTOGRAPHER IS 
HERE NOW, BUT FOR A LIMITED 
TIME ONLY. 
To make your appointment, call THE KEY 
Office at 372-0086 or stop by 310 Student 
Services. 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
ACMOM 
1 Fountain MM 
5 eater 
(sybarite) 
10 Ending with auto 
14 "What*the 
big ?" 
15 Stag* 
performance 
18 Hoar fro* 
17 Big day on tha 
calandar 
20 Top anHatad man: 
Abbr. 
21 in satisfactoty 
atata 
22 Tune the TV again 
23 Foraat denizens 
24 Joint owners 
26 Modarataa 
29 Eastern 
Europaana 
30 Tha of 
March 
31 Yugoalavclty, 
alaocallad 
Rllaka 
32 Kind ot blacull 
35 Tlmaty graatlng 
39 Purpose to be 
accompUahiad 
40 Roman and 
othara 
141   When I was 
42Sufflxeewlth 
photo or hallo 
43 Emphasize 
45 Loat-and-found 
Itama? 
48 Nama for a canlna 
49 lalandolfSW 
ooaat of Scotland 
50 Pert of a ships 
hue 
51 Sum of money 
54 Symbotafor 
35 Across 
SSOnaoftha 
Brontaa 
59 Anclant languaga 
60 Spring flower 
81 Mora Of  
82 Stadium feature. 
63Marcharan  
(to laad lha way) 
DOWN 
1 — America 
2 Owallarln 
27 Down 
3 Garlands ol 
4 Idaal complaxlon 
8 "Hallo, young 
8 Colorful gama 
7 Klaiand  
8 Suffix maanlng 
ofllca or function 
9 Rlvar In E Poland 
10 Town  
11 Waah lightly 
12 MkMtaEaat 
chieftain 
13 Studanta' 
measure 
itTaaaa 
19 Popular holiday 
cholea 
23 Tha hand, 
attlmaa 
24 DollTaarahaat 
and othara 
25 City In W Syria 
28 — and shine 
27 Ideal place 
28 Do a housewife's 
Chora 
29 Geometric 
ordlnataa 
31 Celebrations, 
In a way 
32 Something to 
read 
33 Hlatorle time* 
34 Totals 
36 Purpoaa 
37 Lament 
38 Hand-pushed 
vehicle 
42 Takes a long look 
43 Islands, In 
a sense 
44 Balaam 
45 Ta| , hlatorle 
ad I flea 
48 Oneof the 
Forsytes 
47 Kind of late? 
48 Religious faait 
50 Band one'a  
51 Brilliancy 
52 Do newspaper 
work 
53 Actual being 
55 Army title 
56 Nickname, ae In 
SSAcroaa 
57 Card game of old 
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE: 
MIIIIU  Miinun  UMI:IU 
IMIlKllllllllilll.l    l.llJlllil 
HUM   C1HI1H   MIJfelKIM 
IIIII in  imuiiriun 
Mill lill I   { UJIII 114   111-1(4 
win  MIII inn  i tin it in 
III IIIHIIIII4   MMW'I 
UIIIIMIII) I:II ii iiiiii.i 
i niHiinii iiiur.ii] ana inunn liiiiini.iinnjiii.i 
r.ii.n:iM nnf.nif.i  nv.suu 
